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ABSTRACT
This dissertation studies two aspects of feature learning: representation learning
and metric in feature space, from a machine learning perspective. Feature learn-
ing is a fundamental problem in computer vision and machine learning. First
introduced in computational neuroscience in the context of sparse coding in the
visual system, sparse coding plays a key role in feature representation learning, as
the over-complete dictionary allows more representation flexibility and efficiency,
and captures structures and patterns inherent in the raw data. First, we explore
sparse representation and propose a novel sparse matrix factorization method for
learning a dictionary in both a reconstructive and discriminative manner. The ob-
tained representations can be directly used for multi-class classification. We also
apply sparse representation on a camera trap dataset for wildlife monitoring and
demonstrate good performance of sparse features in a challenging real world sce-
nario. Second, from a theoretical perspective, we show that the popular ℓ1-norm
based methods break down in the presence of high coherence and large noise. We
introduce a novel regularization approach to handle model collinearity and ob-
tain parsimonious variable selection simultaneously. The regularization term is
non-convex and can take into account structured sparsity (e.g., group sparsity).
We propose an efficient iterative thresholding procedure for solving the optimiza-
tion. Our method achieves state-of-the-art performance for super-resolution signal
spectrum estimation.
On the other hand, in order to enhance the discriminative power of learned
features, supervised learning is crucial. A proper metric is desired for various
problems, such as image retrieval, similarity learning and face verification. We
propose a ranking based metric learning algorithm under maximum margin cri-
terion. We propose both batch and online algorithms. The regret bounds are
given for online algorithms. Experiments are conducted on 3D human body shape
matching problem and state-of-the-art performance is achieved.
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Real-world data such as images and video is usually complex, highly variable
and high-dimensional. It has been a central problem in the computer vision com-
munity to discover meaningful and robust features or representations from raw
data. Traditional methods in computer vision highly rely on feature engineering
or hand-crafted features. It usually takes expensive human labor to design hand-
crafted features, and often relies on expert knowledge. Different data or tasks
may require different features in order to work well. For example, Scale-Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) [3] and Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [4]
contain shape information and are very popular for visual object recognition; Lo-
cal Binary Patterns (LBP) [5] carries texture information and finds its application
in face recognition. While much of this feature engineering work is very clever,
one has to wonder if we can do better. Obviously, this labor-intensive feature en-
gineering approach does not generalize well to new problems or new data. One
interesting and also profound question is if we can design data-driven algorithms
that can automatically learn even better feature representations than the hand-
engineered ones.
Feature learning is a powerful learning technique that transforms raw data in-
put to a new representation that can be effectively exploited in machine learning
tasks. Feature learning can be divided into two categories: supervised and un-
supervised feature learning. Supervised learning learns features from labeled in-
put data. Examples include neural networks, and linear discriminative analysis
(LDA). Unsupervised learning methods operate on unlabeled data, and are of-
ten used as pre-processors for image analysis. Popular methods include Wavelet
decomposition, Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Independent Component
Analysis (ICA), autoencoder [6], Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [7], dictio-
nary learning [8], and Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [9]. While most
unsupervised methods either preserve or reduce the dimensionality of the input,
dictionary learning aims to learn basis functions for over-complete representation
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from unlabeled data, in which the dimension of the feature vector is usually larger
than the dimension of the input, with only a small number of non-zero compo-
nents.
Ever since the success of the deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) [10]
by Hinton’s group on the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge [11],
deep architectures based feature learning, i.e., deep learning, has become more
and more prevalent and significant in almost all areas of artificial intelligence,
including computer vision, speech recognition and natural language processing.
Deep Learning algorithms are promising approaches towards automated extrac-
tion of complex features at high levels of abstraction, by developing a layered
architecture of representing data, where higher-level features are learned on top
of lower-level features. The success of deep learning lies in its ability to learn
high-level structured features from high dimensional complex data, in contrast to
many existing learning algorithms that use shallow architectures.
In addition to DCNN, which is a feed-forward network normally trained in
supervised mode, there are deep unsupervised learning systems, such as deep
belief networks (DBN) [12], deep autoencoders [13], and deconvolutional net-
works [14], which are designed based on the encoder-decoder paradigm. These
models are quite useful to capture high-level dependencies between input vari-
ables, and underlying regularities from unlabeled data which is very common in
the era of big data. An encoder transforms the input into the representation or the
feature vector, and a decoder reconstructs the input from the representation. PCA,
autoencoder and Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) [15] are examples of
this sort of architecture. Some learning algorithms, e.g. [16], do not have a de-
coder and often resort to computationally expensive methods like Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling in order to reconstruct the input. Other learning
algorithms such as NMF and dictionary learning which lack an encoder need to
run an expensive optimization algorithm to encode each input sample.
Sparse coding or sparse representation [17, 18] has been a key component in
the design of deep architectures for hierarchical feature learning, including deep
sparse auto-encoder [19], sparse DBN [20], and deconvolutional networks. Sparse
coding aims to reconstruct signal using a linear combination of an over-complete
dictionary with sparse coefficients, and has become extremely popular for ex-
tracting features from raw data, especially when the dictionary is learned from
unlabeled data. Sparse over-complete representations exhibit several potential
advantages. First, high-dimensional representations are more easily separable.
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feature extraction and metric design








Figure 1.1: Generic framework for certain machine learning tasks.
Second, sparse representations allow more flexibility and efficiency, and captures
structures and patterns inherent in the raw data. Third, there is considerable evi-
dence that biological vision uses sparse signals in early visual areas V1 [17, 21].
Normally in order to learn meaningful features, over-complete representation is
required and sparsity is enforced to learn an over-complete representation. Last,
sparse coding involves solving a nonlinear optimization, which is a natural de-
coder and can be used as a building block for deep architecture. For these reasons,
it is of great importance to study sparse coding or sparsity theory in general to bet-
ter understand principles of deep learning. Sparse coding plays a central role in
this dissertation.
Overall, our research is focused on fundamental problems in data-driven feature
learning. The majority of working intelligent visual systems consist of two-step
feature learning: representation learning and discriminative feature extraction, as
shown in Figure 1.1. For example, in image classification, retrieval and verifi-
cation tasks, a suitable metric can boost the performance greatly, such as Infor-
mation Theoretic Metric Learning (ITML) [22], Large Margin Nearest Neighbor
(LMNN) [23] and KISSME [24]. This dissertation studies and explores both rep-
resentation learning and discriminative feature learning, in an effort to cover a full
picture of feature learning.
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we give the-
oretical background on sparse coding and variable selection from the perspective
of signal processing and machine learning. In Chapter 3, we propose a novel
supervised sparse matrix factorization method used directly as a multi-class clas-
sifier. In Chapter 4, we show that the popular ℓ1-norm methods break down in the
presence of high coherence and large noise, and introduce a novel regularization
approach to handle model collinearity and obtain parsimonious variable selection
simultaneously. In Chapter 5, we study discriminative feature learning and pro-
pose a ranking based metric learning algorithm. In Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, we
present two important experimental studies in wildlife monitoring and 3D human




Since a long time ago, people have noticed the sparsity of natural signals and ap-
plied the Fourier transform and wavelet transform to compress signals. Recently
there has been a growing interest in compressed sensing and sparse representation
which specifically employs ℓ1-constraint to enforce sparsity over a overcomplete
dictionary [25–27]. The sparsity of the representation is measured by ℓ0-norm,
i.e., the number of nonzero entries in a vector, but solving an ℓ0-norm minimiza-
tion problem is NP-hard, so a lot of research has been focused around ℓ1/ℓ0 equiv-
alence in high dimensional spaces [27–29]. Zhao et al. [30] proposed so called
Irrepresentable Condition, which gives theoretical conditions under which Lasso
(least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) [25] is strongly sign consistent.
Candes and Tao proposed a weaker condition and coined the restricted isometry
property (RIP) [27]. It says that if the signal is sufficiently sparse and the de-
sign matrix obeys RIP, then the ℓ1 relaxation is exact, which means it obtains the
same solution as ℓ0. Based on these, a number of algorithms have been proposed
to solve linear inverse problems arising in signal/image processing, such as dual
formulation [31], LARS [32] and feature sign [33]. In the past few years, sparse
representation method has been applied in many computer vision tasks, including
image denoising, image super-resolution, face recognition [34] and image classi-
fication [35], etc.
Although the ℓ1-norm is the best convex relaxation of the ℓ0-norm and is com-
putationally efficient, there are still two issues compromising its power. First, the
current ℓ1-based sparse method cannot handle collinearity and may result in in-
consistent selection in practical design even though it has been proven by Donoho
in [28] that most random design matrices satisfy the ℓ1/ℓ0 equivalence condi-
tion. Second, ℓ0-norm itself may not be the best choice for parameter estimation
and prediction learning because ℓ0-norm is sensitive to outliers and noise [36]
and thus often gives unstable signal recovery or variable selection. A class of
Θ-estimators, using thresholding-based iterative selection procedure (TISP), was
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proposed in [36] to build a general framework for solving both convex and non-
convex penalized regression.
2.1 Compressed Sensing
Compressed sensing is a breakthrough in signal processing and has attracted tremen-
dous attention in a variety of areas, such as machine learning, computer vision,
medical imaging and bioinformatics. In the context of compressed sensing, a
great amount of research effort has been centered on the ℓ0/ℓ1 equivalence for
exact (noiseless case) or robust (noisy case) signal recovery [27–29].
2.1.1 Restricted Isometry Property
Consider an error correcting problem, in which the observed data g ∈ Rn is linear
combination of codewords A ∈ Rn×m with coefficient f ∈ Rm, corrupted by
sparse noise e ∈ Rn, as below:
g = Af + e, (2.1)
where ∥e∥0 ≤ ρn for some ρ > 0. The question is whether we can recover f
from observed data g, which is obviously an inverse problem. Ref. [27] gives
the positive answer, solves this problem using only linear program and proposes
Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) that lays the theoretical foundation for a new
field, now well known as compressed sensing.
By convention, we assume the observed y ∈ Rn signal is generated by
y = Φx, (2.2)
where x ∈ Rm is the sparse signal we wish to recover, Φ ∈ Rn×m is a design
matrix, n < m.
One may solve the following problem to find the sparsest x [27]:
(P0) min
x̃
∥x̃∥0 s.t. Φx̃ = y, (2.3)
where ∥ · ∥0 is ℓ0-norm, the number of nonzero components of a vector. However,
problem (P0) is NP-hard and thus not practical. By replacing ℓ0 by ℓ1, we can
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relax (P0) to its convex approximation (P1) as below [27]:
(P1) min
x̃
∥x̃∥1 s.t. Φx̃ = y. (2.4)
(P1) is a convex optimization and thus computationally tractable, but the following
problems come up [27, 28]:
(1) Is the solution to (P0) unique and equal to true x?
(2) Under what condition are (P1) and (P0) equivalent?
We first list several definitions in [27].
Definition 1. For each integer s = 1, 2, ..., the isometry constant δs is the smallest
number such that
(1− δs)∥x∥22 ≤ ∥Φx∥22 ≤ (1 + δs)∥x∥22 (2.5)
holds for all s-sparse vectors. A vector is said to be s-sparse if it has at most s
nonzero entries.
Definition 2. The spark of a matrix Φ, denoted as spark(Φ), is the smallest num-
ber c such that there exists a set of c columns in Φ which are linearly depen-
dent [27].
Based on [27, 29] now we know:
(1) if δ2s < 1, or equivalently s < 12 spark(Φ), (P0) has a unique s-sparse
solution;
(2) if δ2s <
√
2− 1, (P0) and (P1) are equivalent.
Here is a simple proof of the first statement. Suppose x1, x2 are two s-sparse
solutions to (P0). Then Φ(x1 − x2) = 0, x1 − x2 is 2s-sparse, which contradicts
the fact that spark(Φ) > 2s.
The essential idea is that if matrix Φ is nearly isometric or orthogonal, and
the signal x is sufficiently sparse, then (P1) is exact and gives the same unique
solution as (P0).
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2.1.2 ℓ1/ℓ0 Equivalence under Random Setting for Most
Underdetermined Linear Systems
Donoho’s work [28] studied ℓ1/ℓ0 equivalence under random setting. We now
know from Candes and Tao’s work in [27] that (P0) and (P1) gives the same so-
lution if RIP is valid. However, RIP is rather stringent for deterministic design
matrix though many random matrices obey RIP with overwhelming large proba-
bility.
Go back to program (P1), and we assume n < m ≤ rn. The main result of
Ref. [28] is that for large n, there exists ρ = ρ(r) such that if ∥x∥0 < ρ · n then
(P1) is exact and thus recovers x [28].
Definition 3. The Equivalence Breakdown Point [28] of matrix Φ, denoted by
EBP (Φ), is the maximal number N such that for every x with ∥x∥0 < N , (P1)
and (P0) give unique and identical solutions equal to x.
Let Φ = [ϕ1 . . . ϕm] where each ϕi is a random point on the unit sphere Sn−1
in Rn, independently drawn from the uniform distribution. The main theorem
proposed in Ref. [28] is that for r > 1, there exists a constant ρ∗(r) > 0 so that
for each sequence {mn} with mn ≤ rn
Prob{n−1EBP (Φn,m) ≥ ρ∗(r)} → 1, n→∞.
This result suggests that for most large underdetermined system of linear equa-
tions, (P1) is exact whenever x has at most ρ∗(r)n. One example given by Donoho [28]
is when r = 2, EBP = 3/10n in computer simulations.
2.2 Lasso
Lasso (also LASSO), introduced by Robert Tibshirani in 1996 [25], is a popu-
lar regression method in statistics that performs both variable selection and reg-
ularization in order to enhance the prediction accuracy and interpretability of the
statistical model.
Assume linear regression model
Yn = Xnβ
n + en, (2.6)
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where response Yn ∈ Rn×1, design matrix Xn ∈ Rn×p, and error en ∈ Rn×1
is a vector of i.i.d. random variables with mean 0 and variance σ2. The Lasso
estimates β̂ is obtained by solving the following optimization problem:
β̂n = argmin
βn
∥Yn −Xnβn∥22 + λ∥βn∥1, (2.7)
where λ > 0 is the regularization parameter that controls amount of shrinkage.
Introduce several definitions in [30] as follows:
Definition 4. An estimate β̂ is equal in sign with true model β if and only if
sign(β̂) = sign(β), (2.8)
where sign(·) maps positive entry to 1, negative entry to −1, zero to zero.




P (sign(β̂n) = sign(βn)) = 1 (2.9)
The natural question is under what condition Lasso is strongly sign consistent.
There are two cases that correspond to two different settings. The first one is to
fix p and let n go to infinity. The second is to let p and n go to infinity and p can
go much faster than n. The second setting is the well-known large-p case. Lasso
has alleged group effect as stated in [37] that when several predictors are highly
correlated Lasso tends to select one of them without worrying which one it selects.
When the design matrix has high coherence, Lasso may not give a true model. One
interesting question would be under what condition Lasso selects a true model to
become sign consistent. Zhao et al. [30] proposed the Irrepresentable Condition
under which Lasso is strongly sign consistent.
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CHAPTER 3
LEARNING SPARSE FEATURE VIA
SUPERVISED MATRIX FACTORIZATION
Natural high-dimensional signals usually lie in a much lower dimensional space.
First introduced in computational neuroscience in the context of sparse coding in
the primary visual cortex [38], sparsity has had a huge impact in many disciplines.
The sparsity of the representation is usually measured by ℓ0-norm, which counts
the number of the nonzero coefficients. Sparse representations account for all or
most of the information of a signal with a linear combination of a small number of
elementary signals called atoms, which are usually chosen from an over-complete
dictionary. The over-complete dictionary allows more representation flexibility
and efficiency, and captures structures and patterns inherent in the input data.
In this chapter, we propose a new supervised sparse matrix factorization method
that aims to achieve both a reconstructive and discriminative model, namely Su-
pervised Sparse Matrix Factorization which is one type of supervised dictionary
learning method. The proposed matrix factorization can be directly used as a
multi-class classifier. The learned basis matrix or dictionary models the data of
interest as a union of discriminative linear subspaces via sparse projection. The
assumption here is that high-dimensional signals lie in (union of) much lower-
dimensional subspaces. We propose two different approximation algorithms to
solve the original NP-hard problem. The first one is formulated in a joint optimiza-
tion manner while the second is a bilevel program in a hierarchical framework. By
learning a compact basis matrix, the algorithm has very good scalability.
3.1 Reconstruction vs. Discrimination
In machine learning and computer vision, there has been a growing interest in
dimension reduction and sparse representation. PCA aims to find the orthogonal
projection directions that maximize the variances of new variables or minimize the
reconstruction error, which is widely applied in many tasks, e.g., Eigenfaces [39].
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Recently Sparse PCA was proposed in [40], using sparse vectors to maximize the
variance of the data. By imposing nonnegativity constraints both on basis matrix
and coefficient matrix, NMF captures the notion of nonsubtractive parts. More-
over, [41] extended NMF to sparse version to better model the data. Reconstruc-
tive representations, such as PCA and NMF, can achieve compact representations
and thus are quite useful for signal processing, such as compression and denois-
ing, but not necessarily for classification.
On the other hand, discriminative representations, such as LDA and marginal
Fisher analysis [42], were proposed for classification tasks. In [43] and [44], the
difference between reconstruction and discrimination has been investigated in de-
tail. Many previous works on subspace learning [42] and metric learning [45] seek
the partial data representations that are adapted for recognition. However, discrim-
inative models are usually sensitive to noise, missing data, and outliers [46], and
are prone to be overfitting, though in practice, the discriminative methods have
often outperformed the reconstructive ones. Thus how to obtain both a recon-
structive and discriminative model is a long-term hot research topic.
Different from conventional orthonormal basis, such as Wavelet and PCA, sparse
coding algorithm can learn an over-complete dictionary that adapts to data distri-
bution. The sparsity of the representation is measured by ℓ0-norm, but solving an
ℓ0-norm minimization problem is NP-hard, so a lot of research has focused around
ℓ1/ℓ0 equivalence in high dimensional spaces [28].
While conventional sparse coding algorithm can well sparsely represent the
data of interest, it is still a constructive model and may not be suited for classifi-
cation purpose. Many supervised sparse coding or dictionary learning algorithms
have been proposed [47, 48] to overcome this shortcoming. Based on the obser-
vation that the natural high-dimensional signals are sparse signals lying in a much
lower-dimensional space, [34] suggests that a proper reconstructive model can
achieve high accuracy for face classification. In this work, we directly seek such
a reconstructive model in a supervised manner.
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3.2 Related Work
3.2.1 Matrix Factorization and Sparse Coding
We aim to find a basis matrix D ∈ Rd×K and a coefficient matrix Z ∈ RK×N
that can represent the original data matrix X ∈ Rd×N well, subject to some con-
straints on the basis matrix D or the coefficient matrix Z or both, to obtain desired
representation. For simplicity, we denote by zi the ith column of Z and denote by
di the ith column of D.
For instance, Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) imposes nonnegativity




s.t. D ≥ 0, Z ≥ 0,
∥di∥2 ≤ 1.
(3.1)
NMF was extended to sparse NMF which further enforces the sparsity of coef-
ficients Z by adding ℓ1 penalty to the original objective function [41],
argmin
D,Z
∥X −DZ∥F + λ∥Z∥1
s.t. D ≥ 0, Z ≥ 0,
∥di∥2 ≤ 1.
(3.2)
On the other hand, PCA aims to find the orthogonal projection directions that
maximize the variances of new variables or minimize the reconstruction error, i.e.,
the low rank approximation of the data matrix. Sparse principal component anal-
ysis (SPCA) was first proposed in [40] by further imposing elastic net constraint




∥X −DZ∥F + λ∥Z∥1
s.t. ∥di∥2 + γ∥di∥1 ≤ 1.
(3.3)
SPCA estimates the sparse loadings that maximize the variance of the data, and
has been widely applied in high-dimensional data analysis. There are other nu-
merous matrix factorization examples, such as Independent Component Analysis
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(ICA). We see that different properties and constraints yield desired representation
of matrix factorization. Many of these matrix factorization algorithms usually as-
sume some compactness properties on the basis matrix D with K < d, leading
to dimensionality reduction in the representation. In the context of compressed
sensing and sparse coding, we can go to the contrary by increasing the number of
elements in D to be over-complete and enforce sparsity on the representation in a




s.t. ∥zi∥0 ≤ k,
∥di∥2 ≤ 1,
(3.4)
where ∥ · ∥0, namely l0 norm, counts the number of nonzero elements in a vector.
(3.4) is optimized over both D and Z with sparsity constraints on Z, resulting an
overcomplete dictionary D such that the representations of X in terms of D are
k-sparse. A number of algorithms have been proposed to achieve approximate or
local optimal solutions to this problem, e.g., K-SVD [8]. Another computationally
attractive alternative for (3.4) is to replace ℓ0-norm by ℓ1-norm and use it as a
regularization in the objective function,
argmin
D,Z
∥X −DZ∥F + λ∥Z∥1
s.t. ∥di∥2 ≤ 1,
(3.5)
which is usually referred to as sparse coding [49, 50]. Sparse coding is nonlinear
and models the data of interest as a union of low-dimensional subspaces that are
adapted to the data distribution, which makes it different from conventional ma-
trix factorization algorithms. There are many variants of sparse coding by using
different sparsity regularization penalties, such as elastic-net, group sparsity and
“fused lasso” constraint [49].
3.2.2 Sparse Representation Based Classification
Here we study the ℓ1 regularized sparse coding problem. Fixing D, (3.5) reduces
to Lasso or basis pursuit problem. Casting the recognition problem as one of find-
ing a sparse representation of the test image in terms of the training set as a whole
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up to some sparse errors due to occlusion, Wright et al. [34] showed that a sim-
ple sparse representation based classification method can achieve high recognition
accuracy on several face datasets and is robust to partial occlusions and difficult
lighting conditions. Specifically, given a set of training samples of I classes, the
dictionary for the c-th class is made up of all the data samples belonging to this
class, i.e., Dc = [dc,1, dc,2, · · · ]. Essentially there is no dictionary training in this
scenario. The assumption here is that a test sample x of class c lies in the low-
subspace of class c and thus can be well represented by Dc with coefficients zc.





s.t. ∥Dz − x∥22 ≤ ϵ,
(3.6)
where D = [D1, D2, · · · , DI ], z = [z⊤1 , z⊤2 , · · · , z⊤I ]⊤. Then the predicted class
label is determined upon the minimum residual error criteria as
ĉ = argmin
c
∥Dδc(z)− x∥22 = argmin
c
∥Dczc − x∥22, (3.7)
where δc(·) is a vector indicator function that only selects the elements of z cor-
responding to the c-th class while all others are set to be zero. In an attempt to
handle sparse errors caused by occlusion, in [34], Wright et al. attached a trivial
basis to D.
This simple approach in [34] works pretty well on several face datasets, be-
cause the assumption holds that the high-dimensional data samples of the same
class can be modelled as the same union of low-dimensional subspaces, and the
sparse representation can be recovered by solving a simple sparse coding problem.
However, [34] directly used raw training samples to design the composite dictio-
nary, which is not scalable to large-scale data consisting of hundreds of thousands
of training samples. Our initial motivation of this work is to find a compact dic-
tionary that is both reconstructive and discriminative in the sense that it separates
the (union of) low-dimensional subspaces of different classes.
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3.3 Discriminant Sparse Matrix Factorization
In this work, we study the multi-class classification problem for high-dimensional
data. Recall our assumption that the data samples of each class can be well rep-
resented by a union of low-dimensional subspaces. The basis matrix is set to be
over-complete in the sense that the number of atoms in the atom dictionary K is
no less than the intrinsic dimension of data, so that each union of subspaces of
different classes do not overlap. A trivial way of finding such atom dictionaries is
to learn a basis matrix for each class independently, which, however, is unsuper-
vised and thus suboptimal for classification purpose. Instead, we propose to learn
our desired dictionary in a supervised manner.
3.3.1 Problem Formulation
Given N training samples {xi, yi}Ni=1 of I different classes, where xi ∈ Rd×1 is the
i-th training sample and yi ∈ {1, 2, ..., I} is its label, we desire to find a composite
dictionary D = [D1, D2, ..., DI ], where Dc ∈ Rd×K is the atom dictionary that
can (sparsely) represent the data of c-th class well but not others. We also enforce
the sparsity of the coefficient matrix Z column-wise. Suppose the signal is k-
sparse, which means it has a sparse representation on some basis with at most
k nonzero coefficients. The reconstructive or unsupervised dictionary learning




s.t. ∥zi∥0 < k,
∥dj∥2 ≤ 1,
(3.8)
where zi is the i-th column of Z, and dj is the j-th column of D. In order to get
discriminant sparse code Z for classification purpose, we desire that the solution
Z of (3.8) will enjoy the following property:
Pyizi = 0, (3.9)
where Pyi selects the inhomogeneous representation of xi, i.e., coefficients of zi
corresponding to atom dictionaries other than Dyi . (3.9) means that the sparse
code of xi on D, i.e., zi will only concentrate on the atom dictionary Dyi . Fig-
14
Goal is to learn a compact composite dictionary 
, ideally
selects the inhomogeneous representation ofFigure 3.1: Desired sparsity pattern i the proposed method.
ure 3.1 illustrates the desired sparsity pattern. The ideal dictionary D should
be comprised of atom dictionaries in which each atom dictionary Dc can well
sparsely represent data from the c-th class but not others. We can later see that
this formulation can be cast to a discriminant sparse matrix factorization. Un-
doubtedly, such a discriminant dictionary can serve in a variety of applications,
due to its both reconstructive and discriminative power.
3.3.2 Approximate Joint Optimization
We aim to find such a basis matrix D for (3.8) and hopefully learned D satisfies








Replace the ℓ0-norm by an ℓ1-norm, and add a ℓ2-norm representation cost for





∥xi −Dzi∥22 + λ∥zi∥1 + γ∥Pyizi∥22
s.t. ∥dj∥2 ≤ 1.
(3.11)
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(3.11) jointly optimizes over D and Z, and γ controls the trade-off between the
reconstruction from (3.8) and the discrimination from (3.9), in the sense that data
can be well sparsely represented by D and its inhomogeneous representations to





zTi Azi + b
T zi + λ∥zi∥1
s.t. ∥dj∥2 ≤ 1,
(3.12)
where
A = DTD + γP TyiPyi , (3.13)
b = −2DTxi, (3.14)
which can be solved by many existing optimization packages [50].
3.3.3 Bilevel Formulation
Here we revisit our original formulation (3.8) and (3.9) and try to derive a more
direct approximation than (3.11). (3.11) is formulated as a joint optimization over
D and Z that aims to minimize reconstruction error, enforce sparsity and enhance
discriminating power simultaneously. While it makes a lot of sense and proves
to empirically work well in our various experiments, this simple approximation
is a sub-optimal solution to our original formulation or initial motivation. Recall
our assumption that high-dimensional data sample can be well represented by a
low-dimensional subspace of the same class. Our motivation is to find such low-
dimensional subspace, i.e., atom dictionary for each class in a supervised manner.
Specifically, given a dictionary D, each data sample x has a sparse code z on
this D, which is unique. The projection “energy” on other subspaces of different
classes is desired to be minimized and ideally zero. The uniqueness of z given
D and x indicates its implicitness in this model. From Figure 3.2, our goal is to
minimize cost function f(z), such as prediction error of linear svm or logistic re-
gression, and the error will be back-propagated to z and then D, similar to neural
networks. Here we adopt the simple loss function Pyz to learn a discriminant dic-
tionary independent of specific classifier. The original formulation can be directly
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Figure 3.2: Hierarchical framework for learning sparse features.





∥Pyizi∥22 + γ∥xi −Dzi∥22
s.t. ∥dj∥2 ≤ 1,
zi = argmin
α
∥xi −Dα∥22 + λ∥α∥1,
(3.15)
where γ controls the tradeoff between reconstruction and discrimination. (3.15) is
a bilevel program in which one constraint function itself is a lower level optimiza-
tion problem. z can be regarded as a dummy variable, just like the hidden layer in
the three-layer neural networks. Accordingly, the upper level objective function is
optimized over D only. We can see that our new formulation has clearer physical
meaning that directly learns the D to satisfy the desired discriminant property,
which is different from the joint optimization approximation in (3.11).














In order to solve (3.15), we have to compute the gradient of E with respect to D
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While ∂L(D, zi)/∂D and ∂L(D, zi)/∂zi are well defined and easy to calculate,
∂zi/∂D is hard to evaluate since z = ϕ(D) is not generally differentiable with
respect to D. In [47], the relationship between sparse code z and dictionary D
was established using implicit differentiation on the fixed point equations. Their
proof can be further polished by using the theorems in [51].
3.3.4 Implicit Differentiation
Consider the simple sparse coding problem:
ẑ = argmin
z
∥x−Dz∥22 + λ∥z∥1. (3.18)
The minimum ẑ satisfies [47]
2(DTDz −DTx)|z=ẑ = −λ · sign(z)|z=ẑ. (3.19)
From [51], we know that if the perturbation on D is small enough, it does not
change the signs of nonzero elements of z. This fact enables us to evaluate the
gradient on the nonzero locations of z. Let z̃ denote the nonzero coefficients of ẑ
and D̃ being the corresponding bases. We can safely get
















For zero locations of z, we can simply set ∂zi/∂Dmn to be zero. This procedure
works well in practice [47].
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3.3.5 Stochastic Gradient Descent
Using the above implicit differentiation, we can optimize (3.15) in a stochastic
way with gradient descent. Suppose initial D0, the update rule is











We believe our new hierarchical framework using bilevel program can further
enhance the discriminating power of the learned dictionary or equivalently sub-
spaces, and thus effectively achieve the desired discriminative and reconstructive
model. We will carry out extensive experiments on both synthetic and real data
sets to validate the effectiveness and advantages of our hierarchical model.
3.4 Experimental Analysis
In this section, we conduct experiments on three datasets, including Broadatz tex-
ture, Extended Yale-B [52], and MNIST [53]. It is worth noting that our learned
composite dictionary is compact and thus is scalable to large scale datasets. For
evaluation purpose, we compare with two other algorithms:
1. “Random”: the atom dictionary for each class is comprised of randomly
sampled raw data samples from the same class, similar to SRC algorithm
in [34].
2. “Unsupervised”: the atom dictionary for each class is trained independently
using unsupervised sparse coding.
For all the experiments, our dictionary is initialized with a Gaussian random ma-
trix.
3.4.1 Digit Recognition
For handwritten digit recognition on MNIST dataset, we choose digits 4, 7, and
9 for experimental purpose. For each digit, 60,000 samples are for training and
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Table 3.1: Classification accuracy (%) on different sizes of atom dictionaries.
Size K 100 200 300 2000 All
Random 94.50 95.86 97.02 97.95 98.54
Unsupervised 98.01 98.24 98.57 - -
Supervised 98.24 98.54 98.71 - -
Figure 3.3: The trained dictionaries for digits 4, 7, 9 in MNIST, in the case
K = 100.
10,000 for testing. PCA is performed as preprocessing for dimensionality reduc-
tion purpose. In all cases, our method outperforms other algorithms even with
much smaller size of the dictionaries. Table 3.1 lists the comparison results and
we can observe from Figure 3.3 that our algorithm using bilevel optimization
correctly learns the dictionaries for all the digits. We can observe that dictio-
nary learning methods outperform significantly “Random” method or SRC [34].
Supervised dictionary is superior to unsupervised one in terms of classification
accuracy, as shown in Table 3.1. Comparing our two approaches to supervised
dictionary learning, bilevel formulation is more appealing both in theory and in
practice, though the gain on classification accuracy is not so big. Figure 3.4 shows
the optimization process of stochastic gradient descent for bilevel optimization.
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Figure 3.4: The learning curve of stochastic gradient descent algorithm: the
averaged objective functions vs. iterations.
Table 3.2: Classification accuracy (%) comparison using random atom
dictionaries, unsupervised atom dictionaries, and supervised atom dictionaries.
We use K = 500 for each atom dictionary.
Algorithm Random Unsupervised Supervised
K = 500 88.25 91.74 95.00
K = 1000 90.49 92.86 95.90
3.4.2 Texture Analysis
Three textures from Broadatz dataset are used for experimental purpose. Fig-
ure 3.5 top row shows the three texture examples. From each texture image, we
randomly sample 10,000 image patches of size 15 × 15, half for training and the
rest for testing. The bottom row shows the three learned atom dictionaries which
nicely captures the features of each texture, such as edges and fine DCT like struc-
ture in texture 1.
We can see from Table 3.2 that our discriminant model outperforms the other
two significantly for both K = 500 and 1000 dictionary sizes.
3.4.3 Face Recognition
The Extended Yale Face Database B consists of 38 individuals, each with 64 near
frontal face images. The cropped face images are simply normalized into 32× 32
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texture 1 texture 2 texture 3
Supervised 1 Supervised 2 Supervised 3
Figure 3.5: Top row: three textures selected from Broadatz dataset for analysis;
Bottom row: trained dictionaries for each texture.
in all our experiments. 50 randomly sampled face images from each individual
are for training and the rest are for testing.
For training the composite basis matrix, we try three different atom dictionary
sizes K = 10, 20, 30 for both supervised training and unsupervised training. From
Table 3.3, we can see that our supervised model notably outperforms the other
two. Also our method using K = 10 already achieves the same performance as
the “random” method using all the raw images. The performance improves to
98.44% for K = 20 due to a more flexible model, but drops back to 98.05% for
K = 30, probably due to overfitting problem.
Table 3.3: Face recognition accuracy on Extended Yale Face Database B.
Size K 10 20 30 40 50
Random 86.96 94.94 97.28 97.47 98.05
Unsupervised 93.39 96.88 97.85 - -
Supervised 98.05 98.44 98.05 - -
Figure 3.6 presents the trained atom dictionaries for 10 subjects for K = 10,
where each row corresponds to one subject. As pointed out theoretically in [54],
only nine basis illuminations are sufficient to generate basis images that span im-
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Figure 3.6: The trained dictionaries for Extended Yale Face Database B. Each
row is one atom dictionary for one subject.
ages of the object under all possible lighting conditions to a good approximation.
The learned dictionary in the figure reflects different lighting variations of the hu-
man face. As shown in the figure, each atom dictionary is composed of one or two
mean-like faces for the subject and the remaining part-based basis atoms are used
to compensate for the lighting variations, since most face variations for this face
database are due to lighting.
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CHAPTER 4
ROBUST SPARSE CODING VIA
NON-CONVEX PENALTY IN SIGNAL
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
In Chapter 3, we applied ℓ1-norm based methods for learning the sparse features.
While it is prevalent in the literature, ℓ1-norm penalization has well-known limi-




In computer vision problems, high coherent design or dictionary is very common
as data samples are often highly correlated, which leads to suboptimal sparse fea-
ture when using convex ℓ1 technique. While final performance (e.g., classification
accuracy) may not be affected too much due to the use of powerful machine learn-
ing algorithms that offset the slight weakness in the features, it is interesting and
important to study better sparse coding techniques than ℓ1-norm based methods,
for high coherent dictionary.
In order to compare different sparse coding methods, we need to know the
groundtruth and flexible setup in which the coherence of dictionary or design can
be controlled. In the following, we study the problem of super-resolution spec-
trum estimation for sparse signal which is an important research topic in signal
processing and also meets all our needs. To achieve adequately high resolution in
real-world signal analysis, the dictionary atoms have to be close to each other in
frequency, thereby resulting in a coherent design. We investigate super-resolution
spectral recovery from a statistical perspective and propose a group iterative
spectrum thresholding (GIST) framework. Interestingly, we find that neither the
ℓ1 nor the ℓ0 regularization is satisfactory for spectrum estimation, and advocate
a hybrid ℓ0 + ℓ2 type shrinkage estimation. Theoretical analysis shows that the
new regularization essentially removes the stringent coherence requirement and
can accommodate much lower SNR and higher coherence. Experiments show the
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efficacy and efficiency of the proposed algorithms in challenging situations with
small sample size, high frequency resolution, and low signal-to-noise ratio.
4.1 Background of Spectral Estimation
The problem of spectral estimation studies how signal power is distributed over
frequencies, and has rich applications in speech coding, radar & sonar signal pro-
cessing and many other areas.
For spectral estimation or harmonic retrieval, there are non-parametric and
the parametric approaches. The non-parametric methods include Fourier anal-
ysis or least-squares periodogram (LSP) [58, 59], Blackman-Tukey method and
Bartlett method [60]. Well-known parametric methods are based on autoregres-
sive (AR)/autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models, and line spectrum
models. The popular methods based on AR/ARMA include Yule-Walker method [60],
covariance or Prony method [61], maximum entropy method [62], and Burg [63].
Based on line spectrum models, many interesting algorithms have been proposed,
such as Min-Norm [60], multiple signal classification (MUSIC) [64], matrix pen-
cil [65], estimation of signal parameters via rotational invariance techniques (ES-
PRIT) [66], and RELAX [67]. Among the parametric methods, ESPRIT achieves
quite good performance and is widely used. ESPRIT is a subspace method that
exploits the translation invariance in signal space. Vanpoucke et al. [68] proposed
the coupled matrix pencils algorithm that splits the 2-D harmonic retrieval prob-
lem into two related 1-D estimation problems. Recently, Haardt et al. [69] defined
a measurement tensor and estimated the signal subspace through a higher-order
SVD for multidimensional harmonic retrieval.
Suppose a discrete-time real-valued signal is observed at finite time points con-
taminated with i.i.d. Gaussian noise. In common with all spectral models, we as-
sume the signal can be represented as a linear combination of sinusoids, and aim
to recover the spectrum of the signal at a desired resolution. However, the prob-
lem becomes very challenging when the required frequency resolution is high.
In particular, the number of the frequency levels at the desired resolution can be
(much) greater than the sample size, referred to as super-resolution spectral es-
timation. For such discrete-time signals of finite length, the classical methods
based on Fourier analysis or least-squares periodogram (LSP) [58,59] suffer from
power leakage and have very limited spectral resolution [63]. Some more recent
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algorithms, such as Burg [63], can only alleviate the issue to some extent.
We assume that the signal is sparse in the frequency-domain, i.e., the number
of its sinusoidal components is small relative to the sample size, referred to as
the spectral sparsity. It is a realistic assumption in many applications (e.g., as-
tronomy [70] and radar signal processing [71]), and makes it possible to apply the
compressed sensing (CS) technique. In [70], Chen and Donoho proposed the basis
pursuit (BP) to handle overcomplete dictionaries and unevenly sampled signals.
A number of similar works followed, see, e.g., [72–82] and the references therein.
Recently, Potts et al. [82] proposed a new sparse fast Fourier transform by shifted
sampling and using MUSIC and ESPRIT. Tang et al. [80] presented an atomic
norm minimization approach to estimate the frequency components of a mixture
of complex sinusoids from a random subset of regularly spaced samples on a con-
tinuous dictionary. Later Chi and Chen [81] extended atomic norm minimization
method for 2D harmonic retrieval problem.
4.2 Model Setup and Super-Resolution Challenge
In this section, we introduce the problem of super-resolution spectrum estima-
tion and review some existing methods from a statistical point of view. Let
y = [y(tn)]1≤n≤N be a real-valued signal contaminated with i.i.d. Gaussian noise
N(0, σ2). The sampling time sequence {tn}1≤n≤N is not required to be uniform
(cf. [70]). In order to achieve super-resolution spectral recovery, an overcom-
plete frequency dictionary must be applied. Concretely, we use a grid of evenly
spaced frequencies fk = fmax · k/D for k = 0, 1, · · · , D to construct the sine
and cosine frequency predictors, i.e., cos(2πtfk) and sin(2πtfk). Let F denote
the set of nonzero frequencies {f1, · · · , fD}. The upper band limit fmax can be
(2min1≤n≤N(tn − tn−1))−1 or estimated based on the spectral window [83]. The
cardinality of the dictionary controls the frequency resolution given by fmax/D.
The true spectra of the signal are assumed to be discrete for convenience, because
the quantization error can always be reduced by increasing the value of D. The
signal can be represented by
yn = y(tn) =
D∑
k=0
Ak cos(2πfktn + ϕk) + en, 1 ≤ n ≤ N, (4.1)
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where Ak, ϕk are unknown, and the noise {en}Nn=1 are i.i.d. Gaussian with zero
mean and unknown variance σ2. Traditionally, D ≤ N . But in super resolution
spectral analysis, D can take a much larger value than N . It still results in a well-
defined problem because only a few Ak are nonzero under the spectral sparsity
assumption.
From Ak cos(2πfktn+ϕk) = Ak cos(ϕk) cos(2πfktn)−Ak sin(ϕk) sin(2πfktn)
= ak cos(2πfktn) + bk sin(2πfktn) with ak = Ak cosϕk, bk = −Ak sinϕk, we
introduce two column vectors
Xcos(f) , [cos(2πtnf)]1≤n≤N ,
Xsin(f) , [sin(2πtnf)]1≤n≤N ,
and define the predictor matrix
X , [Xcos(f1), · · · ,Xcos(fD),Xsin(f1), · · · ,Xsin(fD)]. (4.2)
(Some redundant or useless predictors can be removed in concrete problems, see
(4.4).) Denote the coefficient vector by β ∈ R2D and the intercept (zero frequency
component) by α. Now the model can be formulated as a linear regression
y = α +Xβ + e, (4.3)
where β is sparse and e ∼ N(0, σ2I). In super-resolution analysis, D ≫ N , giv-
ing a small-sample-size-high-dimensional design. Linear analysis such as Fourier
transform fails for such an underdetermined system.
As a demonstration, we consider a noisy ‘TwinSine’ signal at frequencies 0.25
Hz and 0.252 Hz with 100 observations. Obviously, the frequency resolution
needs to be as fine as 0.002 Hz to perceive and distinguish the two sinusoidal
components with different coefficients. We set fmax = 1/2, and thus 2D must
be at least 500 – much larger than the sample size. The concrete design matrix





t1) ··· cos(πDD t1) sin(π
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tN ) ··· cos(πDD tN ) sin(π
1
D
tN ) ··· sin(πD−1D tN )
]
. (4.4)
The last sine atom disappears because all tn are integers. This yields a super-
resolution spectral estimation problem.
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There are many algorithms for identifying the spectrum of a discrete-time sig-
nal. But not all of them can super-resolve. From a modeling perspective, we
classify them as nonsparse methods and sparse methods. Most classical methods
(e.g., [58, 59, 83]) are nonsparse and assume no knowledge of the power spectra.
For super-resolution spectrum estimation, they may seriously broaden the main
lobes and introduce side lobes. In this chapter, we focus on sparse methods. As
aforementioned, one popular assumption for solving underdetermined systems is
signal sparsity: the number of present frequency components is small relative to
the number of samples. The problem is still NP hard because the frequency lo-
cation of the truly relevant sinusoidal components is unknown and the number
of candidate components can be very large. In fact, the frequency grid used for
constructing the dictionary can be made arbitrarily fine by the customer.
Early attempts to enforce sparsity effects include greedy or exhaustive searches
[84, 85] and genetic algorithms with a sparsity constraint [86]. Harikumar and
Bresler [87] compute the maximally sparse solutions under a constraint on the
fitting error. A breakthrough is due to Chen and Donoho who proposed the ba-
sis pursuit (BP) for spectrum estimation [70]. A number of similar works fol-
lowed [72–75]. BP is able to superresolve for unevenly sampled signals. In
our notation, the noiseless version of BP solves the convex optimization prob-
lem min ||β||1 s.t. α +Xβ = y. The noisy versions can be defined similarly, in
a penalty/constraint form. The ℓ1-norm provides the tightest convex relaxation
to the ℓ0-norm and achieves a sparse spectral representation of the signal within
feasible time and cost.
The power and limitation of this convex relaxation have been systematically
studied in a large body of compressed sensing literature. In short, to guarantee
good statistical performance in either prediction, estimation, or model selection,
the coherence of the system must be low, in terms of, e.g., mutual coherence
conditions [55], restricted isometry property (RIP) [26] and irrepresentable con-
ditions [30] among others. For example, the RIP of order s requires that for any
index set I ⊂ F with |I| = s, there exists an RIP constant δs ≥ 0 such that
(1 − δs)∥v∥22 ≤ ∥XIv∥22 ≤ (1 + δs)∥v∥22, ∀v ∈ Rs; when δs is small, any s
predictors in X are approximately orthogonal. In theory, to guarantee ℓ1’s effec-
tiveness in statistical accuracy, frequency selection consistency, and algorithmic
stability, such RIP constants have to be small, e.g., δ3S+3δ4S < 2 in a noisy setup,
where S = ∥β∥0 [26]. Similarly, the mutual coherence, defined as the maximum
absolute value of the off-diagonal elements in the scaled Gram matrix XTX/N ,
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has to be as low as O(1/S) [55]. Such theoretical results clearly indicate that the
super-resolution challenge cannot be fully addressed by the ℓ1-norm based meth-
ods, because many similar sinusoidal components may arise in the dictionary and
bring in high coherence.
To enhance the sparsity of the BP, Blumensath and Davies proposed iterative
hard thresholding (IHT) [76, 77]. See [78, 79] for some approximation methods.
Intuitively, nonconvex penalties can better approximate the ℓ0-norm and yield
sparser estimates than the convex ℓ1-penalty. On the other hand, we find that when
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low and/or the coherence is high, the ℓ0 penal-
ization may give an over-sparse spectral estimate and miss certain true frequency
components. The high miss rates are due to the fact that the ℓ0 regularization is
through (hard) thresholding only, offering no shrinkage at all for nonzero coeffi-
cients. Therefore, it tends to kill too many predictors to achieve the appropriate
extent of shrinkage especially when the SNR is low. An inappropriate nonconvex
penalty may seriously mask true signal components. This issue will be examined
in the next section.
4.3 GIST Framework
This section examines the super-resolution spectrum estimation in details. The
complete group iterative spectrum thresholding (GIST) framework is introduced
at the end.
4.3.1 A Novel Regularization Form
In this subsection, we study a group penalized least-squares model and investigate
the appropriate type of regularization.
The BP finds a solution to an underdetermined linear system with the minimum
ℓ1 norm. When the signal is corrupted by noise as in (4.3), the following ℓ1-
penalized linear model is more commonly used:
1
2
∥y − α−Xβ∥22 + λ∥β∥1, (4.5)
where λ is a regularization parameter to provide a trade-off between the fitting
error and solution sparsity. The intercept or zero frequency component α is not
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subject to any penalty. To include more sparsity-enforcing penalties, we consider
a more general problem which minimizes
1
2
∥y − α−Xβ∥22 +
2D∑
k=1
P (|βk|;λ) =: F (β;λ), (4.6)
where P (·;λ) is a univariate penalty function parameterized by λ and is possibly
nonconvex.
Some structural information can be further incorporated in spectrum estimation.
From the derivation of (4.3), Ak = 0 implies βk = βD+k = 0, i.e., the sine and
cosine predictors at fk vanish simultaneously. The pairing structure shows it is
more reasonable to impose the so-called group sparsity or block sparsity [88–90]
on {(βk, βD+k)}1≤k≤D rather than the unstructured sparsity on {βk}1≤k≤2D. The
group penalized model with the model design (4.2) minimizes
1
2









=: F (β;λ). (4.7)
(In the problem with the design matrix given by (4.4), the last sine predictor disap-
pears and thus we always set β2D to be 0.) The penalty function P is the same as
before and is allowed to be nonconvex. For ease in computation, the first term in
(4.6) and (4.7) will be replaced by 1
2
∥y−α−Xβ∥22/C for some C large enough.
A crucial problem is then to determine the appropriate form of P for regular-
ization purposes. The popular ℓ1-penalty P1(t;λ) = λ|t|may result in insufficient
sparsity and relatively large prediction error, as shown in Section 4.6. There is
still much room for improvement in super-resolution spectral estimation. Before
we proceed, it is worth pointing out that there are two objectives involved in this
task
Objective 1 (O1): accurate prediction of the signal at any new time point in the
time domain;
Objective 2 (O2): parsimonious spectral representation of the signal in the Fourier
domain.
O1+O2 complies with Occam’s razor principle—the simplest way to explain the
data is the best. A perfect approach must reflect both concerns to produce a stable
sparse model with good generalizability.
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where the indicator function 1t ̸=0 is 1 when t ̸= 0 and 0 otherwise. Yet it is
discrete and strongly nonconvex. Interestingly, given any model matrix, the class
of penalties aPH(t;λ/
√
a) for any a ≥ 1 mimics the behavior of (4.8), where PH ,
referred to as the hard-penalty, is defined by
PH(t;λ) =
−t2/2 + λ|t|, if |t| < λλ2/2, if |t| ≥ λ. (4.9)
Figure 4.1 illustrates the penalty family in a neighborhood around 0.
























Figure 4.1: The nonconvex ‘hard’ penalty family (a ≥ 1) in a neighborhood
around 0. All penalties lead to the same Θ-estimators. The discrete ℓ0-penalty P0
corresponds to a =∞. The one with the smallest curvature is given by PH with
a = 1.
A different type of regularization is desirable for objective O1. Even if all truly
relevant sinusoidal components could be successfully located, these atoms are not
necessarily far apart in the frequency domain, and thus collinearity may occur.
In statistical signal processing, Tikhonov regularization is an effective means to
deal with the singularity issue which seriously affects estimation and prediction





also known as the ridge penalty in statistics. The necessity and benefit of in-
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troducing such shrinkage in multidimensional estimation date back to the famous
James-Stein estimator [91]. Even for the purpose of detection, O1 plays an impor-
tant role because most parameter tuning methods are designed to reduce prediction
error.
Taking into account both concerns, we advocate the following hybrid hard-
ridge (HR) penalty as a fusion of (4.9) and (4.10):
PHR(t;λ, η) =










The hard portion induces sparsity for small coefficients, while the ridge portion,
representing Tikhonov regularization, helps address the coherence of the design
and compensates for noise and collinearity. In the following subsections, we will
show that such defined hard-ridge penalty also allows for ease in optimization and
has better frequency selection performance.
Finally, we point out the difference between HR and the elastic net [92] which
adds an additional ridge penalty in the lasso problem (4.5). However, this ℓ1 + ℓ2
penalty, i.e., λ1∥β∥1 + λ22∥β∥22/2, may over-shrink the model (referred to as the
double-shrinkage effect [92]) and cannot enforce higher level of sparsity than the
ℓ1-penalty. In contrast, using a q-function trick [93], it is shown that PHR results
in the same estimator as the ‘ℓ0 + ℓ2’ penalty









The ridge part does not affect the nondifferential behavior of the ℓ0-norm at zero,
and there is no double-shrinkage effect for nonzero coefficient estimates.
4.3.2 GIST Fitting Algorithm
We discuss how to fit the group penalized model (4.7) for a wide class of penalty
functions. We assume both X and y have been centered so that the intercept term
vanishes in the model. Our main tool to tackle the computational challenge is the
class of Θ-estimators [36]. Let Θ(·;λ) be an arbitrarily given threshold function
(with λ as the parameter) which is odd, monotone, and a unbounded shrinkage rule
(see [36] for the rigorous definition) with λ as the parameter. A group Θ-estimator
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is defined to be a solution to
β = Θ⃗(β +XT (y −Xβ);λ). (4.13)
Here, for any ξ ∈ R2D, Θ⃗(ξ;λ) is a 2D-dimensional vector ξ′ satisfying
[ξ′k, ξ
′
k+D] = [ξk, ξk+D]Θ (∥[ξk, ξk+D]∥2;λ) /∥[ξk, ξk+D]∥2,
for 1 ≤ k ≤ D. In the simpler case when no grouping is assumed, the Θ-estimator
equation (4.13) reduces to
β = Θ(β +XT (y −Xβ);λ). (4.14)
A Θ-estimator is necessarily a P -penalized estimator provided that
P (t;λ)− P (0;λ) =
∫ |t|
0
(sup{s : Θ(s;λ) ≤ u} − u) du+ q(t;λ) (4.15)
holds for some nonnegative q(·;λ) satisfying q(Θ(s;λ);λ) = 0 for any s ∈ R
[94]. Based on this result, we can compute P -penalized estimators by solving
(4.13) for an appropriate Θ.
Algorithm 1 GIST-fitting algorithm.
given X (design matrix, normalized), y (centered), λ (regularization parame-
ter(s)), Θ (thresholding rule), ω (relaxation parameter), and Ω (maximum num-
ber of iterations).
1) X ←X/τ0, y ← y/τ0, with τ0 ≥ ∥X∥2 (spectral norm).
2) Let j ← 0 and β(0) be an initial estimate, say, 0.
while ∥β(j+1) − β(j)∥ is not small enough or j ≤ Ω do
3.1) ξ(j+1) ← (1 − ω)ξ(j) + ω(β(j) + XT (y − Xβ(j))) if j > 0, and










2, 1 ≤ k ≤ D.























3.2’) β(j+1) ← Θ(ξ(j+1);λ);
end while
deliver β̂ = β(j+1).
For simplicity, assume that there is no intercept term in the model (which is
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reasonable when X and y have both been centered), and τ0 = 1 > ∥X∥2. Let
Σ = XTX . Construct an energy function for any γ, ζ,β, ξ ∈ R2D as follows:
G(γ, ζ,β, ξ) =
1
2
∥Xγ − y∥22 + P (γ;λ) +
ω
2




(ζ − ξ)T (I −Σ)−1(ζ − ξ) + 1− ω
2
[γ + (I −Σ)−1XTy




[ζ − (I −Σ)β −XTy]T (I −Σ)−1[ζ − (I −Σ)β −XTy]
− 1− ω
2
[ξ − (I −Σ)β −XTy]T (I −Σ)−1[ξ − (I −Σ)β −XTy], (4.16)
This energy function can be used to prove the convergence of the iterates to a
Θ-estimator [36, 94].
We know the nongroup form solves the optimization problem 1
2
∥y−Xβ∥22/τ 20+∑2D










for any arbitrarily given X , y. Algorithm 1 is justified for computing a penalized
spectrum estimate associated with P , provided that a proper Θ can be found to
satisfy (4.15).
The P -Θ strategy covers most commonly used penalties, either in group form
or non-group form. We give some examples below. (i) When Θ is the soft-
thresholding, the P -function according to (4.15) is the ℓ1-norm penalty used in
BP, and the non-group version of our algorithm reduces to the iterative soft thresh-
olding [95]. The group ℓ1 penalty (called the group lasso [88]) is more suitable
for frequency selection, and can be handled by Algorithm 1 as well. (ii) When




10<|t|<λ we get the ℓ0-penalty (4.8). The algorithm, in non-group
form, corresponds to the iterative hard thresholding [76, 77]. (iii) Finally, if we
define Θ to be the hard-ridge thresholding:
ΘHR(t;λ, η) =
0, if |t| < λt
1+η
, if |t| ≥ λ,
(4.17)




we successfully reach the ℓ0+ℓ2 penalty (4.12). See [94] for more examples, such
as SCAD, ℓp (0 < p < 1), and elastic net.
Algorithm 1 includes a relaxation parameter ω, which is an effective means
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to accelerate the convergence. See the recent work by Maleki and Donoho [96].
(Our relaxation form is novel and is of Type I based on [97]). In practice, we set
ω = 2, and the number of iterations can be reduced by about 40% in comparison
to nonrelaxation form.
4.4 Statistical Analysis
Although the ℓ1 regularization is popular (see, e.g., BP [70]), in the following we
show that the HR penalty has better selection power and can remove the stringent
coherence assumption and can accommodate lower SNRs. We focus on the group
form based on the discussion in Section 4.3.
Let F be the entire frequency set covered by the dictionary. For the design
matrix defined in (4.2), F = {f1, · · · , fD}. Given any frequency f ∈ F , we use
Xf to denote the submatrix of X formed by the sine and cosine frequency atoms
at f , and βf the corresponding coefficient vector. If I ⊂ F is an index set, XI
and βI are defined similarly. In general, Xf is of size N × 2 and βf 2 × 1 (but
not always–cf. (4.4)). Given any coefficient vector β, we introduce
z(β) = {f ∈ F : ∥βf∥2 = 0}, nz(β) = {f ∈ F : ∥βf∥2 ̸= 0} (4.18)
to characterize the frequency selection outcome. In particular, we write z∗ =
z(β∗), nz∗ = nz(β∗), associated with the true coefficient vector β∗, and let
pnz∗ = |nz∗| be the number of frequencies present in the true signal, and pz∗ =
|z∗| the number of irrelevant frequencies.
We introduce two useful quantities κ and µ. Recall Σ = XTX and τ 20 =
∥Σ∥2 = µmax(Σ) (the largest eigenvalue of Σ). Given I ⊂ F , let ΣI,I′ = XTI XI′
and ΣI = XTI XI . In this subsection, we assume the design matrix has been
column-normalized such that the 2-norm of every column is
√









where µmin denotes the smallest eigenvalue and ∥ · ∥2 refers to the spectral norm.
(Σ(s)f,nz∗ is of size 2 × 2pnz∗ typically.) Intuitively, κ measures the ‘mean’ corre-
lation between the relevant frequency atoms and the irrelevant atoms. When κ is
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high, the coherence of the dictionary is necessarily high. Denote by P1 the proba-
bility that with soft-thresholding being applied, there exists at least one estimate β̂
from Algorithm 1 such that nz(β̂) = nz∗. P02 is similarly defined for hard-ridge
thresholding. Theorem 1 bounds these two probabilities (proofs can be derived
similarly based on the work in [36, 94]).
Theorem 1. Assume µ > 0.
(i) Let Θ be the soft-thresholding. Under the assumption that κ < µ/pnz and λ is












































, ι := minf∈nz∗ ∥[(Σnz∗ + ηI)−1Σnz∗β∗nz∗ ]f∥2 ≥ λ1+η , and η ≤






























Seen from (4.19) and (4.20), both inconsistent detection probabilities are small.
It is worth mentioning that in practice, we found the value of η is usually small,
which, however, effectively handles singularity/collinearity in comparison to η =
0, as supported by the literature (e.g., [98]). In the following, we compare the as-
sumptions and probability bounds. The setup of pz∗ ≫ N ≫ pnz∗ is of particular
interest, which means the number of truly present frequencies is small relative to
the sample size but the number of irrelevant frequencies is overwhelmingly large.
The κ-conditions characterize coherence accommodation, while the conditions on
minf∈nz∗ ∥β∗f∥2 and ι describe how small the minimum signal strength can be. (i)
For the ℓ1 penalty, κ < µ/pnz∗ is a version of the irrepresentable conditions and
cannot be relaxed in general [30]. In contrast, for the ℓ0 + ℓ2, the bound for κ
becomes large when η is small, and so the stringent coherence requirement can
be essentially removed! (ii) When η is small in the hard-ridge thresholding, the
noiseless ridge estimator (Σnz∗ + ηI)−1Σnz∗β∗nz∗ is close to β
∗
nz∗ , but the min-
imum signal strength can be much lower than that of the ℓ1, due to the fact that
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Nµ/τ 20 = µmin(Σ
(s)
nz∗,nz∗)/µmax(Σ
(s)) ≤ 1 ≤ 1 + η and in particular, the disap-
pearance of
√
pnz∗ . (iii) Finally, for small values of η, M ′ > M , L′ > L, and so
ℓ0 + ℓ2 has a better chance to recover the whole spectra correctly.
Remark. Including the ridge penalty in regularization is helpful to enhance
estimation and prediction accuracy, especially when the frequency resolution is
quite high and the true signal is multi-dimensional. Even when the purpose is
selection alone, it is meaningful because most tuning strategies of λ are prediction
error (generalization error) based.
4.5 Relation to Bayesian Model
Compared to penalized likelihood approach, the Bayesian approach is also a pow-
erful tool for recovering sparse variables. A widely used prior on the fitting coef-
ficients is the so-called spike-and-slab prior Mitchell and Beauchamp [99]:
βj|γj, σ2 ∼ γjN(0, v1σ2) + (1− γj)δ0, j = 1, . . . , p, (4.21)
where δ0 denotes a point mass at the origin, and γj = 1 if the j-th variable is
included and 0 otherwise. A major disadvantage of Bayesian variable selection
is its high computing cost, especially when the number of predictors is large,
since the posterior distribution usually does not have a closed-form expression,
and posterior inference has to reply on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
Huang et al. [1] proposed a fast and scalable algorithm based on variational
approximation to the posterior distribution for Bayesian variable selection. Define
the hierachical prior as
βj|γj, σ2 ∼ γjN(0, v1σ2) + (1− γj)δ0,
γj ∼ Bern(θ),
σ2 ∼ IG(ν/2, νλ/2),
θ ∼ Beta(a0, b0),
where j = 1, . . . , p, and ν, λ, a0 and b0 are hyper-parameters. Huang et al. [1]
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γj [(1− ϕj)δ0(βj)]1−γj . (4.22)
The final objective function is given by
Ω(q1, . . . , qp, θ, σ





The proposed algorithm by Huang et al. [1] improves on the variational algo-
rithm by Carbonetto and Stephens [100]. The main idea is to update the variable
estimates in batch mode instead of the sequential way. The new updating scheme
is proven crucial for the new algorithm to achieve both the frequentist consistency
and the Bayesian consistency. The update rule for µ is given by
µ← (ΦXTXΦ +△+ 1
v1
Φ)−1ΦXTy
which also imposes shrinkage on the mean estimates, similarly to the Hard-Ridge
penalty, though in a very different context.
4.6 Validations
We conduct simulation experiments to show the performance of GIST fitting Al-
gorithm 1 in sparse spectral estimation.
4.6.1 Simulation Setup




Ak cos(2πfktn + ϕk) + e(tn), (4.23)
where e(tn) is white Gaussian noise with variance σ2. N = 100 training samples
are observed at time tn = n, 1 ≤ n ≤ N . The spectrum frequency dictio-
nary is constructed by setting the maximum frequency fmax = 0.5 Hz, resolu-
tion level δ = 0.02 Hz, and the number of frequency bins D = fmax/δ = 250
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(and thus 500 atoms). Using the notation in Section 4.4 (cf. (4.18)), we set
nz∗ = {0.248, 0.25, 0.252, 0.398, 0.4}, the associated amplitudes Ak and phases
ϕk given by [2, 4, 3, 3.5, 3] and [π/4, π/6, π/3, π/5, π/2], respectively. We vary
the noise level by σ2 = 1, 4, 8 to study the algorithmic performance with respect
to SNR.
Due to random fluctuation, reporting frequency identification for one particular
simulation dataset is meaningless. Instead, we simulated each model 50 times to
enhance stability, where at each run e(tn) are i.i.d. following N (0, σ2).
4.6.2 Experimental Results
Comparison with some existing methods
To compare with the advocated group hard-ridge GIST (or GIST for short), we
implemented BP [70], IAA-APES (or IAA for short) [101], SPICE [102], LZA-
F [78], CG-SLIM (or SLIM for short) [103]. To make a fair and realistic compar-
ison, we used a common stopping criterion: the number of iterations reaches 200
or the change in β is less than 1e-4. In GIST, we used SCV-BIC [36] for param-
eter tuning. The algorithmic parameters in the other methods took default values
suggested in the literature. (For example, the q parameter in SLIM is chosen to be
1, as recommended and used in the numerical examples of [103].) Figures 4.2 and
4.3 show the frequency identification rates in 50 simulation runs for each of the
methods under σ2 = 1 and σ2 = 8, respectively. That is, given each algorithm,
we plotted the percentage of identifying fk or β̂fk ̸= 0 in all runs, for every fk
in the dictionary. The blue solid lines show such identification rates, while the
red dotted lines (with star marks at 100%) label the true frequencies. The plot for
σ2 = 4 is similar to Figure 4.3.
IAA, SPICE, LZA-F, and SLIM are not capable of producing inherently sparse
estimates. One must make a somewhat ad-hoc choice of the cutoff value τ to
discern the present frequencies. We set τ = 1e − 2 in performing such post-
truncation. It behaved better than τ = 1e − 3 or τ = 1e − 4 in experimentation
(which gave similar yet worse detection performance).
BP, though very fast, missed the frequency components at 0.25 and 0.4 all the
time. An improvement is offered by the CG-SLIM which makes use of the group
ℓ1 regularization. In [103], CG-SLIM is recommended to run for only 20 iteration
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BP, N=100, 2D=500, σ2=1
(a) BP





























LZA-F, N=100, 2D=500, σ2=1
(b) LZA-F





























IAA, N=100, 2D=500, σ2=1
(c) IAA





























SLIM, N=100, 2D=500, σ2=1
(d) SLIM





























SPICE, N=100, 2D=500, σ2=1
(e) SPICE





























GIST, N=100, 2D=500, σ2=1
(f) GIST
Figure 4.2: Frequency identification rates with σ2 = 1 in 50 simulation runs,
using BP, LZA-F, IAA, SLIM, SPICE, and GIST.
steps (whereas the simulated signals there had very mild noise contamination,
with σ2 = 0.001). Here, we increased the maximum number of iterations to 200
for better identification, without sacrificing much efficiency. Otherwise CG-SLIM
gave much poorer spectrum recovery in experiments.
SLIM is free of parameter tuning, because from a Bayesian perspective SLIM
estimates the noise variance σ2 in addition to the coefficient vector β. Unfortu-
nately, we found that all the variance estimates from SLIM were severely biased
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BP, N=100, 2D=500, σ2=8
(a) BP





























LZA-F, N=100, 2D=500, σ2=8
(b) LZA-F





























IAA, N=100, 2D=500, σ2=8
(c) IAA





























SLIM, N=100, 2D=500, σ2=8
(d) SLIM





























SPICE, N=100, 2D=500, σ2=8
(e) SPICE





























GIST, N=100, 2D=500, σ2=8
(f) GIST
Figure 4.3: Frequency identification rates with σ2 = 8 in 50 simulation runs,
using BP, LZA-F, IAA, SLIM, SPICE, and GIST.
downward—for example, for σ2 = 8, the mean σ̂2 in 50 runs is about 3e−5. This
is perhaps the reason why SLIM failed in super-resolution recovery: with such a
small σ2 estimate, the threshold level tends to be very low, and thus SLIM always
overselects. Seen from the figures, SLIM results in many spurious frequencies,
some arising in more than 60 percent of the datasets. IAA is even worse and does
not seem to have the ability to super-resolve.
It is observed that LZA-F may seriously mask the true components. In addition,
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with moderate/large noise contamination, we found that LZA-F may be unstable
and produce huge errors. Because the design of LZA-F is to approximate the ℓ0
regularization, we substituted the hard-thresholding for Θ in GIST, which solves
the exact ℓ0-penalized problem. However, the high miss rates of the ℓ0-type regu-
larization are still commonly seen, and the resulting models are often over-sparse.
To explain this under-selection, notice that the ℓ0 regularization either kills or
keeps, thereby offering no shrinkage at all for nonzero coefficients. To attain the
appropriate extent of shrinkage especially when the noise is not too small, it has
to kill more predictors than necessary. In conclusion, inappropriate nonconvex
penalties may seriously mask true signal components.
In our experiments, SPICE performs well. GIST is much better and shows more
concentrated signal power at the true frequencies. It produces very few spurious
frequencies. GIST adapts to SNR and is both stable and scalable.
Comparison with ESPRIT method
ESPRIT is a classical harmonic retrieval method that utilizes the translation invari-
ance property in signal subspace, and is widely used for directly estimating signal
frequencies. Just like other classical subspace methods (e.g., MUSIC), ESPRIT
requires equi-spaced samples, and also relies on prior knowledge on the model
order, i.e., the number of sinusoids. Moreover, it is often sensitive to noise.
In this subsection, we compare the proposed method GIST with ESPRIT method
under various signal lengths, and in the experiments the groundtruth model order
is given for ESPRIT since the purpose of the comparison is to study how well
GIST performs against the classical frequency estimation method.
We use the same simulated signal in Section 4.6.1 with lengths varying from
30 to 140 spaced by 10. We also use the same metrics in Section 4.6.2 for evalua-
tion. Note that ESPRIT directly obtains frequency estimates; to compute detection
miss rate and identification rate, we quantized its estimates on the frequency grid
designed for GIST.
We conducted extensive experiments under different signal lengths and noise
levels, and observed that the proposed GIST method consistently and significantly
outperforms ESPRIT method. The experimental results indeed demonstrate that
ESPRIT is very sensitive to noise and typically requires large measurements to
perform well since it needs to estimate covariance matrix of the signal. Figure 4.4
shows the miss rates of ESPRIT and GIST under different signal lengths when
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noise variance is only 0.1. Despite such high SNR, ESPRIT cannot differentiate
closely located frequencies and gives spurious frequency estimates, while GIST
performs quite well and detect all the frequencies with very high probability.






































Figure 4.4: Frequency miss rates with σ2 = 0.1 in 50 simulation runs, for
ESPRIT and GIST.
Figure 4.5 presents the identification rates over frequency grid for ESPRIT and
GIST, which implies the histogram of (quantized) estimates over spectrum and
offers better understanding of the spectral detection performance. We can see
that GIST successfully identifies all the frequencies while ESPRIT gives spuri-
ous frequency estimates and misses true frequencies most of the time. The results
demonstrate the efficacy and robustness of the proposed GIST method under chal-
lenging settings.
Comparison with Bayesian approach
We are interested in examining the performance of the Bayesian approach to the
signal spectral estimate problem. The same experimental setup is used here and
we experiment with the source code in R by Huang et al. [1]. We closely follow
the code usage instructions and apply default hyper parameters. The value of
v1 is chosen by cross-validation and the suggested modified equation for σ2 is
used. Figure 4.6 shows the identification rate for each frequency, under varying
noise level. We can see it behaves better than Lasso, though still gives large miss
detection rate. In our experiments, we found that Bayesian variable selection
(BVS) tends to estimate the variance of noise upward, possibly due to limited
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number of observations. We also compute the prediction error, false/miss rate and
joint detection rate, as summarized in Table 4.1. For computing prediction error,
we run the program 50 times, and for each run the fitted model is tested on the
new 2000 randomly generated samples. The final model error for each method is
the median of the 50 errors. In our experiments, GIST performs much better than
BVS, in terms of both prediction error and variable selection accuracy.
Table 4.1: Mean squared errors (MSE), miss rates (M), false alarm rates (FA),
and joint detection rates (JD), with varying values of σ2 at 1, 4, and 8.
Noise variance σ2 = 1 Noise variance σ2 = 4 Noise variance σ2 = 8
MSE M FA JD MSE M FA JD MSE M FA JD
BVS 19.88 20 0.82 0 20.80 20 0.82 0 24.54 40 0.41 0
GIST 2.95 0.4 0.20 98 7.67 6.4 0.30 68 14.09 12.4 0.31 48
Misspecified resolution level
In super-resolution spectral selection, the frequency resolution level δ used in dic-
tionary construction is customized by users. This requires the knowledge of a
lower bound on frequency spacing. We are particularly interested in the perfor-
mance of GIST when δ is misspecified in reference to the truth.
In this experiment, we set the signal frequencies at 0.2476, 0.2503, 0.2528,
0.3976, 0.4008, with amplitudes Ak and phases ϕk unchanged. Clearly, the ideal
frequency resolution to resolve this signal should be no more than 0.0001 Hz.
We chose δ = 0.002, 20 times as large as the required resolution. The results are
nearly identical to Figures 4.2f and 4.3f. The crude resolution specification makes
GIST unable to recover the true frequencies. On the other hand, the most fre-
quently identified frequencies are 0.248, 0.25, 0.252, 0.398, 0.4, and a comparison
shows that this is the best approximation in the given frequency grid. (For exam-
ple, 0.398 Hz is the closest frequency in the grid {0, 0.02, · · · , 0.396, 0.398, · · · , 0.5}
to 0.3976 Hz.) This phenomenon is also seen in many other experiments: GIST
gives the best possible identification to approximate the true frequencies, with the
quantization error determined by the resolution level.
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ESPRIT, N=30, σ2 = 0.1
(a)





























GIST, N=30, 2D=500, σ2 = 0.1
(b)




























































GIST, N=30, 2D=500, σ2=1
(d)





























ESPRIT, N=140, σ2 = 0.1
(e)





























GIST, N=140, 2D=500, σ2 = 0.1
(f)




























































GIST, N=140, 2D=500, σ2=1
(h)
Figure 4.5: Frequency identification rates with σ2 = 0.1, 1 and different signal
lengths in 50 simulation runs, for ESPRIT and GIST.
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BVS, N=100, 2D=500, σ2=1
(a)





























BVS, N=100, 2D=500, σ2=4
(b)





























BVS, N=100, 2D=500, σ2=8
(c)
Figure 4.6: Frequency identification rates with σ2 = 1, 4, 8 in 50 simulation runs,





In many working systems in computer vision and machine learning, such as im-
age retrieval, similarity learning and face verification, the feature representation
that is either hand-crafted or learned from data requires a proper metric in or-
der to achieve optimal performance. With suitable metric, feature space normally
becomes more discriminative, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. This chapter studies
metric learning, one of the most important and popular techniques for supervised
feature learning. We propose a ranking based metric learning algorithm under
maximum margin criterion. Experiments are conducted on a 3D human body
shape matching problem, and state-of-the-art performance is achieved.
5.1 Related Work
Many popular metric learning algorithms adopt pairwise similarity constraints,
such as Relevant Component Analysis (RCA) [104], Information Theoretic Met-
ric Learning (ITML) [22], Logistic Discriminant Metric Learning (LDML) [105]
and Pairwise Constrained Component Analysis (PCCA) [106]. For supervised
metric learning for matching shapes, incorporating pairwise constraints implicitly
requires a threshold (to determine whether a pair is a match or not); this may in-
Linear projection
enhance discriminability of features
Figure 5.1: An illustration that feature space becomes more discriminative via
metric learning.
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troduce ambiguity since different parts of the training dataset may be annotated
by different individuals. On the contrary, the triplet constraints model the relative
information about which pair is closer and hence is better suited for learning the
true manifold. Online Algorithm for Scalable Image Similarity (OASIS) [107]
and Probabilistic Relative Distance Comparison (PRDC) [108] learn similarity
using constraints defined over triplets.
5.2 Ranking Based Metric Learning
For a pair of features (xj, xk), the Mahalanobis distance is measured by
D2M(xj, xk) = (xj − xk)TM(xj − xk), (5.1)
where M is a symmetric positive semi-definite (PSD) matrix. Since the matrix M
can be decomposed as M = LTL, the Mahalanobis distance can be interpreted as
the Euclidean distance in a linearly transformed feature space, i.e., D2M(xj, xk) =
∥L(xj − xk)∥22.
In order to learn a ranking based metric,1 we consider using triplet constraints
for supervision. Triplet constraint carries pairwise similarities between three data
items of a set. In a triplet (xi, x+i , x
−
i ) annotation, xi is considered more similar
to x+i than x
−
i . One reason to use triplets is that in most cases we only have very
few data samples for the same class and thus lack pairwise constraints; the other
reason is triplet constraints contain more similarity side information than pairwise
constraints on the same dataset.
Given the triplet constraints, we propose a batch version and an online version
of metric learning. Our formulation is based on the maximum margin criterion;
that is, the distance between more similar pairs (xi, x+i ) is less than that between
(xi, x
−
i ) by a large margin. This idea is similar to Large Margin Nearest Neighbor
(LMNN) [23] and the approach in [109]; however, in our problem, we do not
require class labels of the data and aim to learn a metric purely based on triplet
constraints, while LMNN optimizes kNN for classification. As opposed to [109]
that simplifies the problem by assuming distance metric to be a diagonal matrix,
we directly solve for a PSD matrix. As we will show later, our algorithms are
1Strictly speaking, we learn pseudo-metric. The term “metric” is used in the chapter for sim-
plicity.
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effective yet efficient, and have theoretical justification.












i ) + 1. (5.2)
Similar to Support Vector Machine (SVM), we consider soft margin for the insep-
arable case which amounts to minimizing hinge loss




i )−D2M(xi, x−i )]+, (5.3)
where [z]+ = max(0, z). On the other hand, we employ low-dimensional PDM
shape descriptors after PCA, so the learned metric should not be distorted from
the identity matrix too much. Taking into account the above constraints, our batch










ℓi(M) =: F (M), (5.4)
where S = {(xi, x+i , x−i )} is the set of triplets, |S| = N .
Generic solver for semi-definite programming employs an interior point and
does not scale well with a large number of constraints, as is the case in (5.4). We
develop an efficient stochastic subgradient descent algorithm to solve the opti-
mization, as shown in Algorithm 1, where ηt is the learning rate and output M is
the minimizer of F (M).2
5.3 Extension to Online Learning
We propose an online algorithm based on the Passive-Aggressive (PA) family of
learning algorithms introduced by Crammer et al. [110]. In the online setting, we
assume a triplet (xi, x+i , x
−
i ) is observed at each time step i, which suffers a loss
defined in (5.3). If ℓi(M) = 0, we suffer no loss; otherwise the metric should be
updated. Denote by Mi the matrix used for prediction at time step i.
2In practice, F (M) is computed every j epochs in the late stage of learning, where j ranges
from dozens to hundreds, depending on the total size of mini-batches.
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Algorithm 2 Mini-batch stochastic subgradient descent algorithm for solving op-
timization in (5.4)
1: Input: S, λ and T.
2: Initialization: M1 = I
3: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
4: Randomly choose St ⊆ S, |St| = K




i ) > 0}





i )−Ct(xi, x−i )), where Ct(xi, x+i ) :=
(xi − x+i )(xi − x+i )T
7: Mt+1 = Mt − ηt▽t
8: Decompose Mt+1 = UΛUT
9: Project Mt+1 onto PSD cone, Mt+1 ← UΛ+UT , where Λ+ = max(0,Λ).
10: end for
11: Output: argminM∈{M1,M2,...,MT+1} F (M)
5.3.1 Separable Case
We first consider the separable case, which assumes that there exists a matrix M∗
such that ℓi(M∗) = 0 for all i. Following the method in Pseudo-metric Online
Learning Algorithm (POLA) [111], we derive our algorithm based on the orthog-
onal projection operation. Given ∀W ∈ Rd×d and a closed convex set C ⊂ Rd×d,
the orthogonal projection of W onto C is defined by
PC(W ) = argmin
W ′∈C
∥W −W ′∥2F . (5.5)
For each time step i, the set Ci ⊂ Rd×d is defined as
Ci = {M ∈ Rd×d : ℓi(M) = 0}, (5.6)
where ℓi(M) is defined in (5.3). Another constraints on M is that M ≽ 0. Denote
by Ca the set of PSD matrices,
Ca = {M ∈ Rd×d : M ≽ 0}. (5.7)
With the above definitions, our online algorithm is comprised of two successive
projections as follows:
Mĩ = PCi(Mi), (5.8)
Mi+1 = PCa(Mĩ). (5.9)
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First, we project the current matrix Mi onto Ci so the resulting Mĩ will be the
closest one to Mi while achieving a zero loss on the received triplet at time step
i. Second, we project Ci onto Ca to ensure it is a metric. Now we show how
the projections can be performed analytically. The first projection is equivalent to





∥M −Mi∥2F , s.t. ℓi(M) = 0, (5.10)
which has a simple closed-form solution by using KKT condition
Mĩ = Mi + αiVi, (5.11)
where





Since we initialize M1 to be identity matrix I , Mĩ is always symmetric and thus
can be decomposed as Mĩ = UiΛiU
T
i By projecting Mĩ onto PSD cone, Mt+1 can
be derived as Mt+1 = UiΛ+i U
T
i , where Λ
+
i = max(0,Λi).




i=1 be a sequence of triplet instances. Assume that
there exists M∗ ≽ 0 such that ∀i ≥ 1,ℓi(M∗) = 0. Let R be an upper bound that
satisfies ∀i : R ≥ ∥Vi∥2F . Then the following bound holds for any T ≥ 1:
T∑
i=1
ℓ2i (Mi) ≤ R∥M∗ − I∥2F . (5.14)
5.3.2 Inseparable Case
For the inseparable case, there is no metric that separates the triplet instances by a






∥M −Mi∥2F + Cℓ2i (M), (5.15)
where C is an aggressiveness parameter that controls the tradeoff between the loss
on the triplet and the regularization. The above learning problem can be regarded
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as a matrix version of the PA-II algorithm in [110], and has closed-form solution
as






and Vi is defined in (5.12).
Essentially the solution has the same form as in (5.11) for the separable case,
with some modification in αi. Mt+1 is obtained by projecting Mĩ onto PSD cone,
following the same procedure in (5.9).




i=1 be a sequence of triplets, and let R be an upper
bound such that ∀i : R ≥ ∥Vi∥2F . Then, for any matrix Q ≽ 0, the following
bound holds for any T ≥ 1:
T∑
i=1
ℓ2i (Mi) ≤ (R +
1
2C




5.4 Proof of Theorems
We claim two theorems, Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, that provide the theoretical
justification of the online version of the algorithm. Here we present the proof of
these theorems in detail.
5.4.1 Proof of Theorem 2
Our proof follows closely the analysis of loss bound for PLOA in [111], and we
state similar bound on the sum of squares of hinge losses. To begin, we introduce
the following lemma that is essentially the matrix version of Lemma 2 in [111].
Lemma 5.4.1. Let W ∈ Rd×d be any matrix and let C ⊂ Rd×d be a closed convex
set. Then for any W ∗ ∈ C we have
∥W −W ∗∥2F − ∥PC(W )−W ∗∥2F ≥ ∥W − PC(W )∥2F . (5.19)
See details in [111].
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Define ∆i = ∥Mi −M∗∥2F − ∥Mi+1 −M∗∥2F . We have
T∑
i=1
∆i = ∥M1 −M∗∥2F − ∥MT+1 −M∗∥2F
≤ ∥M1 −M∗∥2F .
(5.20)
This is the upper bound, and below we prove the lower bound for
∑T
i=1∆i.
∆i = (∥Mi −M∗∥2F − ∥Mĩ −M∗∥2F )
+ (∥Mĩ −M∗∥2F − ∥Mi+1 −M∗∥2F ).
(5.21)
Since Mĩ is the projection of Mi onto Ci, and Mt+1 is the projection of Mĩ onto
Ca, by assumption, M∗ is in both Ci and Ca. By Lemma 5.4.1, we obtain that
∆i ≥ ∥Mĩ −Mi∥2F + ∥Mi+1 −Mĩ∥2F
≥ ∥Mĩ −Mi∥2F .
(5.22)














i (Mi) ≤ R∥M∗ − M1∥2F , which gives the loss bound in
Theorem 2 since M1 = I .
5.4.2 Proof of Theorem 3
Our algorithm involves orthogonal projection operation, which sets the major dif-
ference from PA-II in [110]. Therefore our proof needs non-trivial modification
based on PA-II. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2, define ∆i = ∥Mi − Q∥2F −
∥Mi+1 −Q∥2F . We have
T∑
i=1
∆i = ∥M1 −Q∥2F − ∥MT+1 −Q∥2F
≤ ∥M1 −Q∥2F = ∥I −Q∥2F .
(5.24)
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Now we derive lower bound for ∆i. If ℓi(Mi) = 0, then ∆i = 0. We focus on the
round i for which ℓi(Mi) > 0, and thus
ℓi(Mi) = 1− trace(MiVi), (5.25)
ℓi(Q) ≥ 1− trace(MiVi). (5.26)
Accordingly,
∆i = ∥Mi −Q∥2F − ∥Mi+1 −Q∥2F (5.27)
= ∥Mi −Q∥2F − ∥Mĩ −Q∥2F
+ ∥Mĩ −Q∥2F − ∥Mi+1 −Q∥2F (5.28)
≥ ∥Mi −Q∥2F − ∥Mĩ −Q∥2F + ∥Mĩ −Mi+1∥2F (5.29)
((5.29) is due to Lemma 5.4.1, Mi+1 and Q are in Ca)
≥ ∥Mi −Q∥2F − ∥Mĩ −Q∥2F (5.30)
= ∥Mi −Q∥2F − ∥Mi −Q+ αiVi∥2F (5.31)
= −2αitrace((Mi −Q)Vi)− α2i ∥Vi∥2F (5.32)
≥ 2αi((1− ℓi(Q))− (1− ℓi(Mi)))− α2i ∥Vi∥2F (5.33)
((5.33) is due to (5.25) and (5.26))
= αi(2ℓi(Mi)− αi∥Vi∥2F − 2ℓi(Q)). (5.34)


















(2αiℓi(Mi)− α2i (∥Vi∥2F +
1
2C
)− 2Cℓ2i (Q)), (5.37)
which gives the loss bound in Theorem 3 by combining (5.17) and R ≥ ∥Vi∥2F .
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5.5 Remark on Metric Learning
Our batch and online algorithms can be applied either independently or in con-
junction with each other. In a practical setting where the human subjects in the
dataset may change or grow over time, an initial metric can be obtained using the
batch algorithm and then subsequently adapted using the online algorithm as new
data becomes available.
Our online algorithm advances POLA [111] in several aspects. To start with,
our algorithm handles triplet annotations and learns the metric based on relative
similarity constraints, as opposed to POLA that works with pairwise constraints.
Furthermore, we derive algorithms and loss bounds for both separable and insep-
arable cases, while POLA mainly focus on the analysis of separable case. On
the other hand, like OASIS [107], our online algorithm is also based on the PA
family of algorithms [110]; however, we aim to obtain a metric in the form of a





This chapter mainly introduces the application of sparse features in wildlife mon-
itoring. Monitoring biodiversity, especially the effects of climate and land-use
change on wild populations, is a critical challenge for our society [112]. Sen-
sor networks are a promising approach for collecting the spatio-temporal data
at scales needed to address this challenge [113], especially visual sensors that
record images of animals that move across their field of view (i.e. camera traps
[114, 115]). However, processing the large volumes of images that such studies
generate to identify the species of animal recorded remains a challenge.
At present, most camera based studies of wildlife use a manual approach where
researchers examine each photograph to identify the species in the frame. For
studies collecting many tens or hundreds of thousands of photographs, this is a
daunting task [116].
Computer assisted species recognition on camera trap images could make this
workflow more efficient, and reduce, if not remove, the amount of manual work
involved in the process. However, in comparison with typical video from surveil-
lance of building and street views, camera traps of animals amidst vegetation are
more difficult to incorporate into image analysis routines because of low frame-
rates, background clutter, poor illumination, serious occlusion, and complex pose
of the animals. Here we present an automated species identification method for
wildlife pictures captured by remote camera traps. Our process starts with images
that are cropped out of the background.
6.1 Approach
Our pattern extraction and classification program is based on the ScSPM [117], as
shown in Figure 6.1. The algorithm first extracts local feature descriptor densely.











Figure 6.1: The illustration architecture of ScSPM algorithm. The densely
extracted local features are pooled across different spatial locations over different
spatial scales.
represent local features, the dictionary is learned via weighted sparse coding, for
each kind of descriptor feature respectively. Similar local features can generate
similar codes after sparse coding on the dictionary, which is essential for recog-
nition because it retains discriminative information while suppressing the noise.
Finally, max pooling using SPM is used to construct the global image feature that
converts an image or a bounding box to a single vector. We then apply linear
multi-class SVMs to classify the global feature to one category of species, assum-















0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
Figure 6.2: The procedure of extracting local features. First calculate the
gradients and LBP patterns on raw pixel patch. Second, create histogram feature
for SIFT and LBP respectively.
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6.1.1 Local Feature Extraction
The camera-trap images contain rich noise and clutter, requiring us to develop
a both discriminant and invariant local feature to describe local image patches.
Dense SIFT feature, also known as dense histogram of oriented gradients, is suc-
cessfully used in some recognition work. SIFT descriptor is invariant to moderate
scaling and shifting change of edges and linear illuminance variation in image
patch; however, it fails when nonlinear illuminance change occurs. cLBP, in con-
trast, is the perfect local texture descriptor that is invariant to moderate nonlinear
illuminance variation. In the area of computer vision, for human detection [118],
HOG and cLBP features are concatenated to obtain the final feature. But the
simple concatenation would potentially cause the following problem: The feature
space becomes more complex and more difficult to classify. We thus used the pro-
cedure of Zhang et al. [119] to extract HOG and cLBP, and concatenate responses
only after coding them separately.
The SIFT descriptor is similar to the HOG. Both are histograms of oriented
gradients. The SIFT descriptor is illustrated in Figure 6.2. After calculating the
gradient map for each image, SIFT creates oriented gradient histograms for 4× 4
grid regions, instead of 2×2 as in HOG. The full 128 dimensional SIFT descriptor
is created by concatenating the 16 histograms in 16× 16 image patch.
cLBP is a very good texture descriptor, which extracts histograms of the LBP
patterns from local cells, as shown in Figure 6.2. In order to filter out noise, LBP
is modified into a uniform LBP pattern [120]. We use the notation LBP un ,r to
denote LBP feature that takes n sample point with radius r, and the number of
0 − 1 transitions is no more than u. The pattern that satisfies this constraint is
called a uniform pattern [120]. For example, the pattern 0010010 is a nonuniform
pattern for LBP 2, and is a uniform pattern for LBP 4 because LBP 4 allows four
0− 1 transition. In our approach, we set u = 2, n = 8, and r = 1. In this setting,
the dimension of LBP is 59.
The rationale behind combining of SIFT and cLBP is that at pixel level, the
oriented gradient has been assigned to 8 bins in SIFT, while in uniform LBP 28 ,1
the number of bins is 59. At cell level, 16 cells are used in SIFT, while only 1 cell
in cLBP. So SIFT is very accurate at the cell level thus invariant at the pixel level,
while the opposite holds for cLBP. The combination of the two solves the trade-off
between discrimination and invariance, at both the pixel and the cell level.
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6.1.2 Dictionary Learning and Weighted Sparse Coding
The goal of dictionary learning is to capture high level information, that is, to
select some items to describe the distribution of the input space. We get a local
image feature set X by randomly sampling in feature space. Then X approximates
the distribution of the input space. But X contains a huge number of signals,
which cause it impossible to use X directly in coding. Dictionary learning aims
to generate a compact dictionary that could sparsely represent the incoming signal
with minimum error.
Let X be in a D-dimensional features space, i.e. X = [x1, · · · ,xN ] ∈ RD×N .
The dictionary is V = [v1, · · · ,vK ] ∈ RD×K with K atoms. The traditional
dictionary learning and sparse coding method formulates the problem as follows:
min
V ,U
∥X − V U∥2 + λ∥U∥1
s.t. ∥vk∥ ≤ 1, ∀k = 1, 2, · · · , K,
(6.1)
where U = [u1, · · · , uN ] ∈ RK×N is the matrix of sparse codes.
Inspired by the work of [121] in which encoding of features is based on local-
ity in the feature space, in this work we adapt the original sparse coding to the
weighted sparse coding as follows to enforce both sparsity and locality:
min
V ,U
∥X − V U∥2 + λ∥WU∥1
s.t. ∥vk∥ ≤ 1, ∀k = 1, 2, · · · , K,
(6.2)
where W is a diagonal weighting matrix whose elements are computed as
Wi(k, k) = ∥X i − V k∥2, k = 1, 2, · · · , K. (6.3)
Many algorithms have been proposed to solve this dictionary learning problem,
e.g., [33]. V is well known as codebook and can be trained and fixed for testing
phase. Recently there has been a lot of work on supervised dictionary learning
(e.g., [48]) to adapt the dictionary for classification purpose, but it is often com-
putationally expensive and cannot handle large multi-class problems well. Thus
our work employs unsupervised dictionary learning using weighted sparse coding,
as in (6.2).
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6.1.3 Linear SPM and Multi-scale Max Pooling
Spatial pyramid matching is an extension of the Bag of Words (BoW) method, and
it models the spatial layout of local image features at multiple scales. Figure 6.1
illustrates the whole structure of ScSPM. Let U be the matrix of sparse codes of
applying (6.2) to a descriptor set X , assuming the codebook V is pre-computed.
The pooled features from various locations and scales are then concatenated to
form a spatial pyramid representation of the image. In each pyramid, a max pool-
ing function is applied on the absolute sparse codes:
zj = max{|uj1|, ||uj2|, · · · , ||ujM |}, (6.4)
where zj is the j-th element of z, uji is the matrix element at j-th row and i-th
column of U . Max pooling is beneficial for translation invariance because the
maximum response will be filtered out if it is a small translation.





With linear SPM kernel, we can directly use linear SVM, for which the training
cost is O(n) in computation, and the testing cost for each image depends on the
dimension of the feature.
6.1.4 Multi-class Linear SVM
Let {(zi, yi)}ni=1, yi ∈ Y = {1, 2, · · · , L} be the training data. We stick to the
implementation in Yang et al. [117], and use one-against-all strategy to train L










where yci = 1 if yi = c, otherwise y
c
i = −1, and l(wc; yci , zi) is the hinge loss
function. The standard hinge loss function is not differentiable everywhere, but
here we can use quadratic hinge loss as below instead to make use of gradient-
based optimization methods, e.g., LBFGS [117].
l(wc; y
c
i ,zi) = [max(0, 1− wTc z · yci )]2.
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6.2 Data Set
We used images of wildlife captured with motion-sensitive camera traps (Reconyx
RC55, PC800 and HC500), which generate sequences of 3.1 Megapixel JPEG im-
ages at about 1 frame/sec upon triggering by an infra-red motion sensor. Color
images are captured during the day and gray scale images are captured at night
using and an infrared flash, which is invisible to most animals. We used images
from tropical rain forest (Barro Colorado Island, Panama) and a temperate forest
and heathland (Hoge Veluwe National Park, the Netherlands). Expert zoologists
identified the animals in the images. We did not edit the data set for ease of iden-
tification, so it includes many of the typical challenges faced by camera trapping
data, including cases where the animal is too small or is occluded by vegetation.
Totally we got 10,598 interaction sequences over 57 species. Unfortunately the
numbers of sequences of each species are unbalanced. 40 out of 57 species have
less than 50 sequences. We exclude these species and retain the top 18 species.
In order to build a balance for final image test data set, we choose up to 100
sequences from each species. Where the available number of sequences for a
species was less than 100, we choose all of the sequences for that species. After
such operation, 1,739 sequences for 18 species are remained.
The camera trapped sequences are of low frame rate (1 frame/sec) and short
length (about 10 frames/sequence). Typical sequences are shown in Figure 6.3.
The first two rows show consecutive frames of Agouti, in which the leaves dangled
in the wind. The second two rows are continual frames of Collared Peccary. If
the Peccary suddenly moved close to the camera, the illumination changed a lot
because it cut out much of the light. The common motion detection method cannot
handle this case very well. In order to get clear data, we manually cropped all the
animals from the sequences. Since most of them are empty frames, in which the
cameras are activated by motion from background, only 7,196 animal images are
kept. Table 6.1 lists the details of the proposed dataset. During the progress of
cropping, we kept the original animal size, color, and aspect ratio. Figure 6.4
shows the cropped samples for 7 species.
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Table 6.1: The 18 terrestrial species, captured by camera traps in Panama and the
Netherlands, from which images were used to test the recognition algorithm.
Common Name Latin Name Pictures(n) Site
Agouti Dasyprocta punctata 518 Panama
Paca Cuniculus paca 285 Panama
Collared Peccary DTayassu tajacu 263 Panama
Red Brocket Deer Mazama americana 297 Panama
White-nosed coati Nasua narica 325 Panama
Spiny Rat Proechimys semispinosus 175 Panama
Ocelot Leopardus pardalis 184 Panama
Red-tailed Squirrel Sciurus granatensis 143 Panama
Common Opossum Didelphis marsupialis 264 Panama
Great Tinamou Tinamus major 350 Panama
White-tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus 1091 Panama
Mouflon Ovis aries 896 Holland
Red Deer Cervus elaphus 802 Holland
Roe Deer Capreolus capreolus 362 Holland
Wild Boar Sus scrofa 487 Holland
Red Fox Vulpes vulpes 120 Holland
European Hare Lepus europaeus 176 Holland
Wood Mouse Apodemus sylvaticus 455 Holland
6.3 Implementation and Result
We developed a species recognition algorithm based on ScSPM, implemented as
follows. The images were all converted into gray scale and both the SIFT de-
scriptor and the cLBP descriptor were then extracted from 16× 16 pixel patches.
All the patches of each image were densely sampled on a grid with stepsize of 4
pixels. Both SIFT and cLBP were normalized to be unit norm with dimensions
128 and 59 respectively. For the dictionary learning process, we extracted SIFT
and cLBP from 20,000 patches that are randomly sampled on training set. Dictio-
naries were trained for SIFT and cLBP separately, with the same dictionary size
K = 1024.
Following the standard benchmark procedures, we repeated the experimental
process by 10 runs to obtain reliable results. In each run, we randomly selected
70% of the images of each species for training, and kept the remaining 30% for
testing. We report our final results by confusion matrix.
We first test our approach on all 18 species. In real world exploration, it is not
necessary to distinguish species across the two place datasets. Thus we also test
our method on the two datasets (Panama and Netherlands) respectively.
Since the SIFT and cLBP can describe the texture at different level, we do the
experiment using SIFT, cLBP, and the combination of SIFT and cLBP respec-
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Figure 6.3: Two sequences of Agouti and Collared Peccary captured in day and
night.
Table 6.2: Performance of different procedures for recognition of local images
feature. The combination of SIFT and cLBP improves performance a lot.




tively, to show how the combination improved the performance. The SIFT feature
is good at extracting the silhouette of an animal, while cLBP is powerful in de-
scribing the skin texture of animals. Thus, it is reasonable to combine SIFT and
cLBP. As we can see in Table 6.2, SIFT feature is more discriminative than cLBP,
and the performance is boosted much by combining them.
The overall accuracy is about 82%. Wood mouse is correctly recognized 100%,
which is surprising considering no biometric features are used. On over 1
3
of
18 species this experiment obtained classification accuracy over 90%, such as
Paca, Ocelot, Red deer and wild boar. As expected, red brocket deer is easy
to misclassify as white tailed deer because they are of the same genus and have
similar appearance. In order to better classify two species like these, biometric
features, such as spot on the fur and shape of antler, play a key role in species
recognition. This further demonstrates the importance of feature learning that can
automatically identify biometric features.
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Figure 6.4: The cropped sample images. Each row contains a species. From top
to bottom they are Agouti, Collared Peccary, Paca, Red Brocket Deer, White




METRIC LEARNING FOR SHAPE
MATCHING OF 3D HUMAN BODIES
In this chapter, we apply our metric learning algorithms to the problem of 3D
human body shape matching. 3D human body shape matching has substantial
potential in many real world applications, especially with recent advances in 3D
range sensing technology. We address this problem by proposing a novel holistic
human body shape descriptor called BodyPrint. To compute the bodyprint for a
given body scan, we fit a deformable human body mesh, and project the mesh
parameters to a low-dimensional subspace via the proposed metric learning algo-
rithms, which improves discriminability across different persons.
7.1 Parametrized Deformable Mesh for Body Shape
Estimation
Given a 3D scan of an object, modern shape matching algorithms find a unique
shape characterization of the object, which is usually referred to as a shape de-
scriptor. These descriptors often serve as the key for matching. The ideal shape
descriptor should be compact (for fast search) and exhibit invariance to all other
deformations beyond shape. For the human body shape, it is particularly impor-
tant to deal with the variations due to pose changes.
We employ a Parametrized Deformable Mesh (PDM) to model the human body.
Our model, inspired by the SCAPE model [122], decouples the human pose and
shape perturbations and models them separately. Therefore, the shape model fac-
torizes the deformations caused by changes in intrinsic shape (height, size, belly
thickness, etc.) from deformations caused by changes in pose (rigid transforma-
tions of body parts). We model the shape deformations using PCA over a large
dataset with shape variations, using a commercial software called PoserTM [123].
Besides being able to efficiently generate a large training dataset with accurate
point wise correspondences, one additional benefit of using Poser is the reduction
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Figure 7.1: Examples of the synthetic training data of PDM generated by Poser.
The pose training data is displayed on the left in blue, and the shape training data
is on the right in green.
in training complexity since Poser allows shape perturbations without changing
the pose. The complete training dataset consists of 1, 000 poses and 600 shapes.
Figure 7.1 shows some sample data.
Given the shape training dataset, the shape affine matrix Si for each triangular














where k represents the triangle index and vk,j is the jth edges in kth triangle. The
affine matrices can be further decomposed into a linear combination of eigen-
vectors U and mean-vector µ by using PCA:
Si = zU,µ(βi) = Uβi + µ. (7.2)
By changing the values of PCA coefficient vector β, we can recover any body
shape in the learned manifold. Although there is no explicit interpretation of each
dimension to a semantic definition, the first few dimensions of β correspond to
the global shape perturbations in the shape training set (gender, height, body size
and etc.). The following dimensions of β capture more and more subtle perturba-
tions. The fitting accuracy of PDM depends on the number of PCA coefficients
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Figure 7.2: PDM fitting results. The top row shows the input scans from FAUST
dataset [2] and the bottom row shows the fitted PDM template mesh. Different
body parts of the template mesh are rendered with different colors.
that are used to model the shape parameters. While more dimensions can model
body deformations in greater detail (which may be useful for shape matching), it
also increases time complexity and the possibility to fit small, noisy perturbations
in the data. Hence, the choice of the number of PCA coefficients is important. For
our experiments, we use 60 coefficients that retain 98% of the energy; this helps
suppress noise without losing most of shape deformation information.
For inference (i.e. to deform the template mesh to an input 3D scan), we de-
velop upon the iterative optimization technique presented in [122]. Such tech-
niques have already demonstrated to fit 3D data quite well [124, 125]. For faster
inference, the optimization is done in a coarse-to-fine manner. First the pose and
shape of the template model is initialized by several pre-determined landmarks.
A robust non-rigid ICP algorithm [126] is then applied to identify a set of point-
to-point correspondences between the input and the mesh template. Given the
correspondences, the template mesh is then deformed to minimize the ℓ2 norm.
The deformed template mesh is then used to determine new correspondences and
this process of registration and optimization is repeated until convergence (i.e.
average distance is below a certain score or maximum number of iterations are










Figure 7.3: The workflow for obtaining BodyPrint from raw 3D scan input.
7.1.1 Learning BodyPrint Descriptor for Fast Matching
Given a human body scan, the PDM module decouples the pose and shape and
projects the holistic body shape information onto a low dimension PCA subspace,
yielding a set of coefficients β in (7.2). These coefficients can themselves be used
as a shape descriptor for matching body shape with Euclidean metric, but its dis-
criminability may not be sufficient to enable practical applications. To this end,
we project shape coefficients to another manifold such that the distance between
meshes from different persons is maximized, while the distance between meshes
from same person is minimized. BodyPrint is the descriptor obtained from pro-
jecting the PCA coefficient vector to a more discriminative manifold. We compute
this projection matrix using our ranking based metric learning framework. Fig-
ure 7.3 presents the workflow for obtaining BodyPrint from 3D human body scan.
Figure 7.4 shows an example of body scans and their corresponding BodyPrint
signatures.
7.2 Experiments
To validate the proposed BodyPrint descriptor, we conduct extensive experiments
on three real-world datasets including two public 3D human body scan datasets,
CAESAR [127] and MPI-FAUST [2], as well as a new Kinect body scan dataset.
Our baseline is a local feature based 3D shape matching workflow that includes
local descriptor extraction (existing 3D Descriptors in PCL [126] such as SHOT,
3DSC and PFH), 3D shape representation and metric learning using pairwise
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Figure 7.4: Human body meshes and corresponding BodyPrint descriptors
(shown as bar chart). (a) and (b) are meshes from the same person in a different
pose. (b) and (c) are meshes from different persons in a similar pose. Notice that
the bodyprint for (a) is more similar to (b) in comparison to (c).
constraints (e.g., KISSME [24]). We also compare the performance of our met-
ric learning algorithm with state-of-the-art methods - ITML [22], LMNN [23],
KISSME [24] and LDMLT [128] which are generic as opposed to algorithms
that are designed to target a specific use case such as face verification. To fur-
ther justify the performance of the proposed method, we also run evaluations
with the current state-of-the-art spectral method [129] and a statistically adapted




t in Algorithm 1 and C = 0.01 in (5.15). For other metric learning
algorithms as well as the spectral method, we use default parameters provided by
the authors.
7.2.1 Dataset
The CAESAR dataset includes scans of 2,400 human subjects in 3 different poses.
It also comes with 40 precise anthropometric attributes that were directly mea-
sured on human subjects, which are used here to rank the similarities among the
scan data. Among all the 40 attributes, we carefully select 22 of them that repre-
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sent uncorrelated measurements (8 of these attributes are shown in Table 7.1).
The FAUST dataset, although designed as a benchmark for human body model
fitting, also serves as a good benchmark for pose-invariant human re-identification.
The full dataset includes 300 scans acquired from 10 subjects in 30 different poses
per subject. Although the FAUST dataset has significant pose variations, the data
only has label (person identity) information, unlike CAESAR which also includes
additional geometry based attributes. Hence, we design the experiments for the
use case of person re-identification and study the robustness of various approaches
to body pose perturbations. In our experiments, we train on 10 poses per subject
and test on the rest to evaluate pose invariance.
We also acquired a new Kinect dataset that includes 1,200 depth images col-
lected from Microsoft Kinect 1.0 to evaluate the robustness of our approach re-
garding to the effects of sensor noise, clothing and partial occlusion. Unlike
some of the existing Kinect dataset that are well suited for surveillance appli-
cations [131, 132], we geared towards biometric authentication of a cooperative
user in an office-like environment and designed our experiment accordingly. The
dataset contains snapshots (single depth image) of 20 human subjects in 30 differ-
ent poses (frontal, upright pose with casual limb positions) acquired at the distance
of 1.5 to 3 meters from the sensor. Each snapshot covers head-to-toe information
of the subjects and segments the subjects from background. Since we are inter-
ested in shape based matching, color information is not used in this experiment. A
collage of all 20 subjects’ 3D point cloud is included in the supplemental material.
Table 7.1: Examples of biometric attributes for CAESAR dataset.
Acromial Height Chest Circumference
Buttock-Knee Length Crotch Height
Hip Circumference Shoulder Breadth
Sitting Height Waist Circumference
7.2.2 Evaluation Metric
We follow the same evaluation protocol in [133]. During the query step, each indi-
vidual input is queried within the full dataset to get a list of all other shapes ranked
in descending order according to the shape similarities. We evaluate the results
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using various statistical measurements: nearest neighbor (rank-1), e-measure (E-
M), discounted cumulative gain (DCG), and precision/recall curves. Definitions
of these evaluation metrics are listed in [134].
7.2.3 Results on CAESAR Dataset
Triplet Annotation. As mentioned in 5.2, our metric learning benefits from the
triplet annotation. We build triplets based on the similarity ranking in the bio-
metric attribute space. For each scan in the training set, we organize the rest of
the data in descending order based on the accumulated errors of all 22 given at-
tributes. Then for a given triplet, the positive x+i and negative x
−
i labels can be ef-
ficiently determined by the data indices in the queue of xi. This “soft” annotation
works well since the 22 attributes were precisely measured by the data provider
and were sufficient to reflect the actual body shape. Note that for the CAESAR
data, the pairwise similarity constraints based metric learning algorithms such as
KISSME [24] cannot directly use similarity ranks for training, and we obtain the
pairwise labels by thresholding the distance among the data in biometric attribute
space. It is hard and ambiguous to select optimal fixed thresholds to generate pair-
wise similarity constraints for different data or setups, which is another reason we
utilize ranking based metric learning for our BodyPrint.
Shape Matching. We randomly select 100 body scans as the training data and
another 200 for testing (both are gender balanced, 50% male or female). For test
data, the ground truth similarity ranking is also built on biometric attributes, simi-
lar to triplet annotation. Each shape matching method will generate the similarity
ranking for every scan in the test dataset, as described in the subsection 7.2.2.
In evaluation protocol on CAESAR data for each body scan query, the top 20
scans in its similarity rank are considered correct matches, since matching only
the most similar shape is too restrictive for evaluation purposes.1 Thus the eval-
uation metrics introduced in the subsection 7.2.2 can be computed accordingly.
We also calculate the Kendall’s coefficient (τ ) and Spearman’s coefficient (ρ) to
measure the rank correlation with the ground truth. Both τ and ρ take values be-
tween [−1, 1], where −1/1 indicates the ground truth rank and predicted rank are
completely reverse/same. Table 7.2 shows the performance of BodyPrint shape
matching on CAESAR compared with several baselines with the aforementioned
1For top 1 matching accuracy, our method still performs best; it is more meaningful to measure
top 20 matching accuracy here because soft annotation is used.
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Table 7.2: Performance comparison of shape matching on the CAESAR dataset,
with 100 scans for training and 200 for testing.
Method rank-1 E-M DCG τ ρ
PDM+Euclidean 0.705 0.438 0.742 0.567 0.743
PDM+ℓ1 0.620 0.412 0.718 0.498 0.672
PDM+Mahalanobis 0.240 0.211 0.535 0.190 0.273
PDM+KISSME 0.765 0.536 0.812 0.701 0.863
PDM+LDMLT 0.730 0.570 0.823 0.732 0.889
BodyPrint 0.820 0.574 0.843 0.741 0.892
Figure 7.5: Precision/recall curves of shape matching on CAESAR.
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Table 7.3: Semantic classification on CAESAR, using obtained BodyPrint as a
feature.




evaluation metrics. Figure 7.5 displays the precision-recall curves. Overall, our
PDM with metric learning framework works very well in the task of shape re-
trieval with CAESAR data. Using raw PDM coefficients with plain Euclidean
distance, about 70% rank-1 accuracy can be achieved. Our (batch) BodyPrint al-
gorithm performs the best among all the tested methods.
Semantic Classification. As mentioned in Section 7.1, there is no explicit inter-
pretation of each dimension in the PDM coefficients to a semantic definition. It
is interesting to investigate if general semantic body shape information such as
male/female, short/tall can be captured by BodyPrint. To this end, we conduct ex-
periments for semantic attribute classification using BodyPrint with a linear SVM.
We experiment with three semantic attributes: gender, height and weight. For the
height and weight attributes, we use the median in the training data as a threshold
to generate binary labels. Table 7.3 summarizes the classification results. The
high classification accuracy confirms that BodyPrint indeed carries shape as well
as semantic information.
7.2.4 Results on FAUST Dataset
Experimental Setting. For the FAUST dataset, both triplet and pair constraints
can be easily generated from the subject identities. We vary the number of persons
and poses in the training set to test the robustness and generalization of different
approaches. We experiment with both batch and online BodyPrint under different
setups. For each person, we use 10 poses for training, and compare our PDM
framework with the baselines. Within PDM framework, we also compare our
(batch) BodyPrint with PDM based shape signatures using other metric learning
algorithms. To demonstrate the performance of our online learning method, we
compare with the LDMLT [128] algorithm. Here, we reduce the number of per-
sons in the training set from 10 to 6 to evaluate the generalization ability of the
algorithms.
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Table 7.4: Performance comparison on FAUST, with 10 persons and 10 poses
each for training.
Method rank-1 E-M DCG
SHOT [126]+ITML 0.450 0.303 0.647
SHOT [126]+KISSME 0.550 0.318 0.692
3DSC [126]+ITML 0.680 0.329 0.735
3DSC [126]+KISSME 0.645 0.355 0.730
PFH [126]+ITML 0.710 0.372 0.772
PFH [126]+KISSME 0.715 0.394 0.763
Litman et al. [129] 0.875 0.423 0.834
PDM+Euclidean 0.767 0.382 0.739
PDM+Blanz et al. [130] 0.550 0.331 0.650
PDM+KISSME 0.900 0.488 0.823
PDM+LMNN 0.900 0.444 0.841
PDM+ITML 0.875 0.452 0.831
BodyPrint(batch) 0.933 0.442 0.881
Table 7.5: Performance comparison on FAUST, using 6 persons each with 10
poses for training and total 160 body scans for testing.
Method rank-1 E-M DCG
PDM+Euclidean 0.763 0.375 0.730
PDM+LDMLT 0.881 0.467 0.818
BodyPrint(online) 0.919 0.472 0.826
The implementations of our baseline methods, the local feature based 3D shape
descriptors such as SHOT, 3DSC and Point Feature Histograms (PFH), are pro-
vided by the widely diffused PCL [126] library. The default parameters are ap-
plied when available. The radius of surface normal calculation and local descriptor
are set to 20 mm and 50 mm individually for all baseline. Once the descriptors
get extracted, we concatenate all the feature vectors and apply PCA to reduce the
dimensionality to 60. Two metric learning frameworks, ITML and KISSME, are
applied to baseline descriptors to measure the performance.
Analysis. From Table 7.4, we can see that PDM with plain Euclidean metric
obtains quite competitive results, outperforming the baseline methods. This in-
dicates the superior ability of PDM in capturing essential shape information of
body scan. All the implemented metric learning algorithms can boost the perfor-
mance of PDM. Overall, BodyPrint and PDM+KISSME perform best: BodyPrint
achieves the highest accuracy on rank-1 metric, and the latter attains best per-
formance on the other two metrics. From Table 7.5, we can see that our online
algorithm outperforms LDMLT on all the evaluation metrics. Figure 7.6 provides
a qualitative impression of the matching performance. Column 1 shows the body
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Figure 7.6: Re-identification result on FAUST dataset. The input meshes are
shown on the left and the retrieved nearest neighbors are shown on the right in
descending order of similarity.
scan used to query the database and the rest of the columns show the top 7 results
sorted from left to right, based on the matching score. As shown in Figure 7.6,
our BodyPrint demonstrates the property of pose invariance.
7.2.5 Results on Kinect Dataset
In the previous experiments, we have shown that our method achieves state-of-the-
art performance on dense, 360-degree scans of human subjects. Kinect data, on
the other hand, is noisy, has significantly inferior resolution, and has only partial
body surface information. This makes the dataset particularly challenging for the
people re-identification problem.
Experimental Setting. The setup is similar to the FAUST experiment setup. For
each of the 20 subjects, we randomly select 20 scans for training and another
40 for testing. As in FAUST, we use the person identity information to generate
triplets for metric learning (and pairwise constraints for the baseline methods).
To increase efficiency, we only use randomly sampled subsets of the triplets and
employ our online BodyPrint metric learning algorithm.
Analysis. From Table 7.6, we can see that the proposed BodyPrint method achieves
high re-identification rank-1 accuracy (about 90%). This suggests that our ap-
proach is able to deal with noisy, partial depth information for person re-identification
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Table 7.6: Performance comparison on Kinect dataset, with 20 persons and a
randomly selected 20 scans each for training.
Method rank-1 E-M DCG
PFH [126]+ITML 0.543 0.244 0.645
PFH [126]+KISSME 0.603 0.292 0.687
Litman et al. [129] 0.609 0.137 0.549
PDM+Euclidean 0.741 0.225 0.638
PDM+Blanz et al. [130] 0.743 0.241 0.653
PDM+KISSME 0.858 0.519 0.837
PDM+LMNN 0.884 0.502 0.837
PDM+ITML 0.809 0.491 0.819
PDM+LDMLT 0.861 0.414 0.784
BodyPrint(Online) 0.891 0.516 0.843
Figure 7.7: Precision/recall curves of re-identification on Kinect dataset.
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tasks. We also observe that PDM based shape matching methods (including
BodyPrint) notably outperform traditional local feature based methods as well
as the spectrum method [129]. This may be due to the fact that the detailed sur-
face information may not be easily distinguishable due to noisy depth data at 2-3
meters distance, while the holistic body shape information is likely to be more sta-
ble and hence better suited for re-identification. Notice also that among the PDM
based methods, BodyPrint (Online) improves on the results of the rest. Figure 7.7
shows the precision/recall curves for multiple methods on the Kinect dataset.
7.3 Extended Analysis
7.3.1 Dependency on Number of PCA Coefficients
We have mentioned that the fitting accuracy of PDM depends on the number of
PCA coefficients. While using more dimensions can model body deformations
in greater detail, it also increases time complexity and the possibility to fit small,
noisy perturbations in the data. In our experiment, therefore, we use 60 coeffi-
cients to represent the body shape. To validate the assumption and remove other
interference sources of shape fitting, we randomly generate 500 synthetic data
and experiment with the β dimensionality on an 80/20 split in 10 folds. Figure 7.8
shows the fitting errors (in mm/point or mm/pt) and the time complexity with
different size of β, respectively.














































Figure 7.8: (a) Average fitting error (mm/pt) vs. dimension of β; (b) Average
fitting runtime (ms) vs. dimension of β.
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7.3.2 Kinect Dataset
Figure 7.9 provides a visual impression of the Kinect dataset. Compared to the
laser scan data, there are three major facts that impair the data quality from Kinect:
• Occlusion. Since single snapshot was taken in front of the subjects (no
data fusion from multiple Kinect), the reconstructed 3D point clouds were
partially occluded. Please note that Figure 7.9 shows each subject in a 45◦
profile view to better visualize the shape details.
• Sensor noise. The data was collected at a distance between 1.5 and 3 meters
away from the Kinect sensor to capture the head-to-toe body information,
so the data was corrupted to some degree by the sensor noise.
• Clothing. The subjects dressed with common clothes (shirts, jeans, etc.)
during the data collection and the accuracy of the PDM fitting to the actual
body surface might be affected by the cloth deformations across different
poses.
Although the aforementioned facts make the dataset challenging for the re-
identification task, the proposed BodyPrint maintains high performance compared
to other baseline approaches. Here we also show the confusion matrix of the
BodyPrint on the Kinect dataset in Figure 7.11 that reveals more details of the re-
identification experiment. Most of the subjects achieve more than 90% accuracy
except for subject 18. We believe the discrepancy is due to the similar body shape
(in the scope of Kinect data) of subject 18 and some of other subjects (e.g. subject
6 and 14), which can be observed from Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.9: Snapshots of the 20 subjects in the Kinect dataset. It displays in a 45◦
profile view of the reconstructed 3D point cloud. Only the free-style standing
pose of the subjects is displayed.
Figure 7.10: The 20 subjects snapshots (Figure 7.9) reorganized in descending
order according to the body height. For subjects with similar height (± 5 mm),
the order is based on the body weight. Height and weight are physically
measured from the subjects.
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Figure 7.11: Confusion matrix of BodyPrint on Kinect dataset. The




This dissertation mainly studies feature learning and emphasizes sparse feature
learning and metric design of features. We are motivated by the two major chal-
lenges in practical computer vision applications: feature representation learning
and metric design. We rely on sparse learning theory and efficient optimization
methods to develop effective algorithms and tools to tackle these challenges.
We also look into several potential applications, such as wildlife monitoring,
3D shape matching, and sparse signal spectrum estimation, and propose high-
performing algorithms and systems that are general as well. In this final chapter
we briefly summarize our contributions and also point out some directions for
future research.
8.1 Contributions
The detailed contributions of this dissertation are summarized as follows.
• We examine two important aspects of modern intelligent systems: feature
representation learning and metric design in feature space, from machine
learning perspective. This connection seems very general and essential in
the practical computer vision system design, as demonstrated in the use
cases detailed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. Sparse regularization leads to
effective feature representation as natural signals often lie on much lower
dimensional manifold. The feature representation can be further projected
to a more discriminative subspace via a suitable metric, enabling many su-
pervised tasks.
• We propose a novel supervised matrix factorization method used directly as
a multi-class classifier. The coefficient matrix of the factorization is en-
forced to be sparse by ℓ1-norm regularization, while the basis matrix is
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composed of atom dictionaries from different classes. The learned basis
matrix models the data of interest as a union of discriminative linear sub-
spaces by sparse projection. The proposed model is based on the observa-
tion that many high-dimensional natural signals lie in a much lower dimen-
sional subspace or union of subspaces. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of such a representation model for classification,which suggests that a tight
reconstructive representation model could be very useful for discriminant
analysis.
• We show that neither the ℓ1 nor the ℓ0 regularization is satisfactory for sparse
signal recovery. To guarantee good statistical performance in either predic-
tion, estimation, or model selection, the coherence of the system must be
low, in terms of, e.g., mutual coherence conditions [55], restricted isometry
property (RIP) [26] and irrepresentable conditions [30] among others. We
advocate a hybrid ℓ0 + ℓ2 type shrinkage estimation. This regularization
essentially removes the stringent coherence requirement and can accom-
modate much lower SNR and higher coherence. We develop an efficient
algorithm for solving the group penalized likelihood function for a wide
class of penalty functions including the non-convex ones. The main tool
to tackle the computational challenge is the class of Θ-estimators [36] as
thresholding rules.
• We examine the exact sparse signal spectrum recovery problem and propose
a novel group iterative spectrum thresholding (GIST) framework using the
proposed group penalized likelihood approach. We demonstrate the superb
performance of this method, compared to existing ones. We also study a
recent Bayesian variable selection (BVS) approach [1], and find a link be-
tween BVS and GIST: both enforcing the adaptive shrinkage on the fitting
coefficients. We experiment with BVS and show that a group penalty may
be necessary to perform well in this small n, large p, low SNR problem.
The proposed sparsity method is very generic and can be applied to arbi-
trary dictionary (e.g., wavelet) for sparse feature learning.
• We propose a ranking based metric learning algorithm under maximum
margin criterion, in both batch and online modes, using triplet constraints
for supervision. We are motivated by the fact that generic solver for semi-
definite programming employs an interior point and does not scale well with
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a large number of constraints. We develop an efficient stochastic subgradi-
ent descent algorithm to solve the optimization. Our online algorithm is
based on the Passive-Aggressive (PA) family of learning algorithms [110],
and consists of two consecutive projection operations. We prove the regrets
bounds for our online learning algorithms.
• We show the potential of sparse features in wildlife monitoring. Monitoring
biodiversity, especially the effects of climate and land-use change on wild
populations, is a critical challenge for our society. Sensor networks are a
promising approach for collecting the spatio-temporal data at scales needed
to address this challenge. Computer assisted species recognition on camera
trap images could make this workflow more efficient, and reduce, if not re-
move, the amount of manual work involved in the process. We demonstrate
that the sparse coding based approach can handle frame-rates, background
clutter, poor illumination, serious occlusion, and complex pose of the an-
imals, and present an automated species identification method for wildlife
pictures captured by remote camera traps.
• We apply our metric learning algorithms to the problem of 3D human body
shape matching. 3D human body shape matching has substantial poten-
tial in many real world applications, especially with recent advances in 3D
range sensing technology. We address this problem by proposing a novel
holistic human body shape descriptor called BodyPrint. To compute the
bodyprint for a given body scan, we fit a deformable human body mesh,
and project the mesh parameters to a low-dimensional subspace via the pro-
posed metric learning algorithms, which improves discriminability across
different persons. We achieve state-of-the-art performance for 3D human
body shape matching performance on several very challenging datasets.
8.2 Future Research
Optimal feature learning in theory. Despite great success of feature learning
in computer vision and speech recognition, the underpinning theory is largely
unknown. To date, we do not know what is the optimal architecture for feature
learning and how to design the networks in theory. The current best-performing
networks are all carefully tuned through experimentation. It is therefore of vital
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importance to explore and develop theory for feature learning especially in deep
learning context. My dissertation mainly studies sparse feature learning, which
has solid theoretical foundation rooted in signal processing and statistics. I am
very interested in the deep architecture using sparse coding.
Heterogeneous deep feature learning from large scale multi-modal signals.
There has been growing big data of image, video, audio, and text on the Internet,
which poses a great challenge for traditional machine learning algorithms and
multimedia systems. An important problem to explore is how to learn heteroge-
neous semantic features from massive unlabeled/unstructured high-dimensional
multi-modal signals. This could greatly enhance information retrieval and seman-
tic indexing for big data analytic. Given limited fully labeled data, it is interesting
to develop scalable and effective semi-supervised deep learning algorithm that al-
lows knowledge sharing among different modalities and multiple domains. One
interesting application is to perform image search with captions. Searching by
image alone may be ambiguous sometimes due to the ambiguity in the labeling of
images. With simple text description, the intent of the user can be clearer and the
search result can be more accurate and semantic.
Feature learning for 3D data. With the advancement of 3D camera, such as
Microsoft kinectTM , Intel RealSenseTM and Google Project Tango on the mobile de-
vices, 3D visual data is becoming more and more popular and important to process
and analyze, which will greatly facilitate the visual computing and understanding.
The 3D based deep learning method can also find wide applications in medical
image analysis, such as CT and MRI. Human vision deals with 3D signals, so
success of deep learning in 3D will certainly get compute vision closer to biolog-
ical visual system. Most of existing deep architectures take re-scaled 2D (color)
images as input, but for 3D data, size or scale is measured based on physical world
coordinate system and cannot be trivially normalized, which poses a unique chal-
lenge for algorithm design. My rich research experiences on 3D image processing
have inspired a lot of research ideas in this promising area.
Feature learning with domain knowledge. Most of the high-performing deep
learning algorithms are totally data driven while ignoring domain knowledge. In
some fields, such as medical image analysis, domain knowledge is of significant
importance for learning algorithms to be trustworthy and reliable. How to in-
tegrate domain knowledge into deep learning algorithm design remains an open
question, despite the success of deep learning in certain applications.
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